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'UC .. IO i 
r· • rn have oxhib ted their aith in tho cooper,.tivo r.; ve ent b 
,r cooperative organiirotion There are di!!e nt t.. a 
o! oc n.1: cooper· t:.ve organi.znt • onu in Oklcl1ooz The two :princip , typ 
in coop .. tive g in mnr :eting are tho sing1e unit as"'ociat.ion ,,hich 01 .r~ten 
on o mo... ~t tio in one locality~ and the r.1ultiple uro.t ssociation rhich 
ope ... at :., ·ubaid:i.nry t .... t:.ons in I e than one locnlity wh.Ue naintainin an 
udcir • :,tr ~tivo h ad unrt.ers in only on place This study deals with s · 
unit 7-ain ao,l c.:.at.:..ono in addition to n proposed multiple grain assoc· , tion 
ccosG or n r or~ cooperative grain associati n depends on 
actor!3.. O! c portunt !'u.c.tor i3 the ctu.al need for the eoopcrativo 
in a i;iv n locality. 1 other !actor in cas ring tt.e succc6s of eooperati e 
1 th., · ssoci.ati 1s ability t.o r i r ervic -> to its patron-> a c trol 
coats pro•its. 
}Ul"};,O e of ~ 7 
of thi-> st, y 1..., to c ;pare t e existing costs of :f'iv ~inel 
.it coo rativ association::. with t the costs oul.d be if & .:nultipl 
or 01· tr m e ·ve sin~l '0- o 1v singl_ unit coope ti s 
a.t 3i o ~ ,i ukocl..51 
t 
Tl o co ts or the pro ucted t?Ultit ... c unit asooci ion ... ar c 
par t. tho total cost of the Sive auso tions operatine indi dually. 
lT ·s tudy io o ph s ot a project c ,a.ring th operations of 
"u.ltiple unit associations th :Jingle un::..t O.:JSOc · tiona b ing undert. ki n 
y tl o w t.1. t or ,. ricultura.l ·conot1ics of' 01--'..l..a.ho :a '~• .• College. 
Method of Procedure 
A cost study of any business is based primarily on the expenses of that 
business. A eost analysis of more than one cooperative association is also 
concerned with a comparison of the costs of operation of all of the associa-
tions. In order to evaluate the cost structures of five associations, it was 
necessary to divide the study into four important phases of cost procedure. 
The four sections of the study are departmental costs, seasonality of costs, 
fixed and variable costs, and the projected proposal of a multiple cost 
structure derived from the five single organizations. The cost data of each 
section cover a three year period from 1946 through 1948. 
The departmental phase of the study includes a division of the expenses 
in two parts. One part of the expenses goes to defray wheat marketing and 
storage costs, while the other part is charged to the sideline operations 
2 
of the associations to operate costs. The managers• estimates were used 
along with a division of expenses according to gross earnings and the writer's 
knowledge of the operations of each cooperative. 
Th seasonality of expenses was analyzed by tabulating the total 
expenses for each IOCJnth of the year by associations. This type of analysis 
makes it possible to determine seasonal variation in cost structure. Fixed 
and variable expenses were calculated on the fixity and variability of each 
individual expense item. The fixed and variable expense section makes it 
possible to determine the costs that are the most r i gid in an organization. 
The analysis of the proposed multiple unit association is based on the 
expenses of the single unit associations. These expenses were further 
analyzed into a proposed departmental, seasonal, and fixed and variable 
analysis. The oethod of procedure is given in more detail at the beginn:L11g 
of each section. 
THE PII'ISI CAL AND FI f!NCIAL srRUCTURE OF THE SSOCIATIOIJS 
The size and condition of a business unit affects its costs of opera-
. tion and elps to determine its financial structure. The location, the 
facilities available, and t he commodities handled determine the general 
physical characteristics of ca.ch cooperative. T~e combination of the tvro 
above raentionod factors are important i n analyzing cost variance .. , 
Physical Description of the Associations 
Location and arket Areas . The five associations studied are loca:ted 
a.t Bison, Waukomis, Imo, Drummond, and Ames (Figure 1)~ These cooperatives, 
located i n Garfield and Major Counties , form a cluster in one area. This 
makes them accessible t o survey as oingle and multiple units. Since this 
is a wheat producing area, the close proximity of elevators creates keen 
competition between cooperative grain elevators, as ,1ell as independent 
grain buyers . The five associations that are analyzed have at least one 
or the other as competitive buyers of ~heat . The general extent of the 
t rade territories of each of t he five cooperatives is appro:ximately three 
to twelve miles from the town in which it is located. Since the trade ter-
ritories overlap, every manager must be cognizant of t he service his organ-
ization performs and its efficiency in o eratio 
Facilities Available . The facilities that are available to tho five 
different cooperatives var-;1 slightly. All t he elevators are riaking repairs 
and buil · ng additional storage space. Bi son had an elevator capacity of 
140,000 bushels. Imo, Waukomis ,. and Drummond varied around 100, 000 bushels 
Figure 1. wcation and Market Areas 































o. capacity of 60,000 bushels, uh5 .. ch was t,he lovres:t.. 
clew.tor' had sufficierrt office speico 
operate a11 e,le,rator. 
for of: food, seed, i'a:rtilizcr, 
Bison, ope:catod 
'I'i1e five associatio.ns handled mora -than nt.uG 
diff'e:vcnt cor;:.mod.it,ies othor than wheat. Go..sollnc, pr:rtroleu1:1 p:coducts, 
mi.nor 
.,\mes, in. :r:Ia.jor GoU!l.ty, nore than doubled any of the other org.aniza-
t.ions in the am.ourrt of sidoline sales. L110 sold 2L1-•· 6 percent of all the 
s:tdclines at the five coopei•atives ('l'able 1). One :reason·tor this is the 
.location of the two associatio:ns. Im.o is in an ai•ea where the soil ·typo 
is conducive to uh.eat growing. J.\t1c,s is located in a;n. area of di v0rsif'iccl 
farming cJ.'l.d rel,:;.:tivel? poor uhea.t land • 
.Ar.i:ies to s'i:,reso sideline sales. 
'l'his of.: f a:rr;rlng t.o:nds for 
ill five of the single U11.it coope1:at.ivc elevators o.re men1bers of th.e 
'l'ho Uni or.. Eqitl ty . is a 







AVERAGE ANNUAL WHEAT HANDLED, WHEAT SALES AND 
SIDELINE SALES FOR THE FIVE ASSOCIATIONS, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 
Wheat Wheat Sideline Wheat Wheat Sideline 
Handled Sal es Sales Handled Sales Sales 
(Bushels) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
369,485 690,088. 9$ 29,133.09 21.37 23. 03 12.17 
343,014 501,943. 49 52,300. 58 19 . 83 16.75 21 . 84 
407,126 735 ., 650. 54 36,293. 95 23 . 54 24. 55 15 .16 
349,010 605.,005 . 87 . 13,355 . 26 20.18 20.19 5. 57 
260, '714 464,368. 30 l08, J82. 48 15. 08 15 . 48 45 .26 
TOTALS 1,729,349 2,997 1057.18 239 ,;65.36 100.00 100. 00 100,00 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 1948. 
°' 
and multiple unit cooperatives throughout the state and the Panhandle 
section of Texas . These five cooperatives in the study market their wheat 
with the Union Equity. 
The five cooperatives purchased their feed and grain from local farmers 
in their trade territories, and also from the various feed manufacturers in 
the state . Fertili zer, gasoline, oil and general merchandise were purchased 
from the Consumers Cooperative Association of Kansas City. The Drummond 
cooperative reported buying lumber from firms located on the West Coast, and 
in Eastern Oklahoma and rkansas . Coal in most instances was purchased from 
coal firms located at McAlester, Oklahoma. 
Financial Description of the Associations 
7 
The financial description of the five associations will be summarized in 
two parts, namely, the balance sheets and the operating statements . At the 
end of each fiscal year each cooperative takes an annual audit that lists the 
assets, liabilities, net worth, and the operating statements , as well as other 
operating information pertaining to the organizations., This audit is made in 
the form of a report to the Board of Directors and the member patrons. 
Sm;unary of the Associations' Balance Sheets . A sumnary of the associa-
tions' balance sheets indicates the size of investment of the five associa-
tions. The total investment at Bison was 99,433. 97 (Table 2) . This was the 
l argest investment of any of the five associations. Ames, which had more 
sideline sales , had 36,792. 59 invested in fixed assets. Its fixed assets 
were the largest of any of the other four cooperatives. The largest total 
investment at Bison was the result of the organization having larger elevator 
capacity, plus the fact that Bison is one of two associations having a 
gasoline station . Although Ames sold less wheat, its rather high investraent 
TABLE 2 
AVERAGE ANNUAL BALANCE SHEETS FOR THE FIVE ASSOCIATIONS, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 
(Continued) 
BISON WAUKOMIS IMO 
Dollars Percent Dollars Percent Dollars Percent 
Current Assets 39.,108. 82 39.33 24, 922. 73 38. 46 39,143 . 26 43.30 
Other Assets 34, 439. 92 34. 64 12,897. 52 19. 90 27,058. 76 29.93 
Fixed Assets 25 , 885 . 23 26. 03 26,986. 29 41. 64 24,207. 89 26. 77 
TOTAL ASSETS 99,43.3 . 97 100. 00 64. 806. 54 100.00 90,409 .. 91 100. 00 
Current Liabilities 2.3,271. 92 23 . 40 18,365. 63 28. 34 27.,322. 55 30. 22 
Fixed Liabilities -0- -0- -o-
TOTAL LIABILITIES 23.,271.92 23 . 40 18,365. 63 28. 34 27,322. 55 J0 . 22 
Capital Stock 25,992.17 26.14 26,103. 81 40. 28 30,795 . 63 34.06 
Reserves 28,642. 80 28. 81 14,129. 46 21. 80 10,935. 82 12.10 
Surplus 21,527 .08 21. 65 6,207. 64 9. 58 21,355 . 91 2.3 . 62 
TOTAL NET WORTH 76,162.05 76. w 46, 440 . 91 71. 66 63.,087. 36 69.78 
TOTAL LIABil.,ITIES AND 9~ 433 . 97 100. 00 64,806. 54 100. 00 90,409. 91 100.00 
NET ~10RTH 












TOTAL NET ~:OH.TH 
TABLE 2 
AVERAGE ANNUAL BALANCE SHEETS FOR THE FIVE ASSOCIATIONS, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 
DRUMMOND 
Dollars Percent Dollars 
34,163. 61 41.09 29,090.94 
18,754. 81 22. 55 16,295. 61 
30, 232. 90 36.36 36,792. 59 
83,151. 32 100.00 82,179.14 
11,573. 46 13.92 23,666.39 
-o- -o-
ll,573.46 13.92 23,666. 39 
.30,832. 27 .37.08 25,871. 68 
31,482.71 37.86 18,521.68 
9,262. 88 11.14 14,119.39 
71,577.86 86.08 58,512. 75 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 83,151.32 100.00 82,179.14 
NET WORTH 
















comes from a larger sideline business . The total investment at Imo and 
Drummond was 90,409. 91 and $83, 151. 32, respectively (Table 2) . This rather 
high i nvest ment, in comparison to the other associations, is the result of 
Imo selling more wheat than any of the five elevators and Drummond selling 
t he third l argest amount of wheat of the five elevators . The low total 
investn.ent of 4,806. 54 at \ aukomis is the result of the organization selling 
l ess wheat than the elevators at Bison, Imo , and Drummond . There were no fixed 
liabilities reported for any of the five organizations . The total net worth 
at Bison was 76,162. 05, followed by $71, 577. 86 at Drummond, 63, 087. 36 at 
Imo, ~58,512. 75 at Ames, and 46, 440. 91 at Waukomis (Table 2) . 
' Ul1'.1Illary of the Associations • Operating Statements. The t otal sales at 
Imo were 771,944. 49 for the highest of any of the other four cooperatives 
(Table 3) . laukomis had the lowest total sales, which were $554,244. 07. 
The gross earnings at Imo were 27,682. 14, followed by Aines with a 
gross earnings of 26,214. 63 . The lowest gross earnings were recorded at 
Drumr1ond, which had 19, 224. 69. The reason for the largest gross earnings 
at Imo is its higher operating income. Imo received more money from wheat 
storage, treating, grinding and elevator operations than did any of the other 
elevators . 
\· aukomis had 20, 323. 90 t otal expenses for the highest, and Dr ond had 
11,391.83 for the lowest of the five cooperatives (Table J) . The sideline 
sales at aukomis ware large enough to greatly influence its total costs, and 
the s ,e can be said in the wheat sales at Drumrwnd. The sideline sales 
increased the costs at aukomis, while the greater volume of wheat handled 
reduced the costs at Drummond. 
The highest net earnings were at Imo, which h~d 27, 180. 09 . The lowest 
net earnings of any of the organizations were 10,942. 12 at ~/aukomis . Slnce 
Sales 
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AVERAGE ANNUAL OPI~RATING STJ\.TEl·lliNTS POR 
THE FIVE AS.30C!ATIJNS., FROl-~ 1946 THH.OUOH 1948 
BISON WAUKOMIS IMO 
Dal l ara Percent Dollars Percent Dollars . Perennt 
738,324.65 100.00 554, 244.07 100.00 771,944. 49 100.00 
719, 205.33 97. 41 536,787.30 96. 85 755. 586.14 97. 88 
l , &:>c.74 . 22 6,936.01 1. 25 11,323.79 1. 47 
20, 720.06 2. 81 24,392.78 4. 40 27, 682.14 3. 59 
17,409. 54 2. 36 20,323.90 3. 67 15,700.35 2.03 
577.12 .os 790. 65 .14 110.Jl .01 
15,722. 29 2.13 7,663. 89 1.38 15,308. 61 l . 98 
18,455. 69 2. 50 10,942.12 1. 97 27,180.09 3. 53 
IJRUMJJJJND . . .. . ... ..... AMES 
l>ollars Percent Dollars 
618,361.03 100. 00 572. 750.78 100.00 
~4, 662. 25 97.78 552. 204. 22 96. 41 
5, 525. 91 . 89 5, 668. 07· . 99 
19, 224. 69 3.n 26, 214. 63 4. 58 
ll,391. S3 1. a4 19, 965. 20 3. 49 
49. 9.3 . 01 52. 91 . 01 
12, 004.10 1. 94 10,655. 42 1.86 
19,787.03 J.20 16, 851. 94 2. 94 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 1948. 
~ 
Ames :more jthan doubled any of the other associations in sideline sales, its 
net earnings of $16,851. 91+ were comparatively high. 
The summary of the operating statements shows that, Imo did more business 
than any of the other four elevators. The large gross earnings &nd lou,~r net 
earnings of Ames resulted from more sideline business. The uet earnings of 
Drummond 1h"ere the second largest of the five elevators. 'Ihe opera.ting 
expenses of Drumrnond. were the lowest, uhich may ho accounted for by the fact 
that it handled less sidelines. 
THE OPERATING EXPr~NSES OF THE ASS0GIAT10JJS 
The over.head expenses of u cooperative, which are defined as tb.0 
opera.ting expenses, are thi>se expenses that are incurred throughout t,he 
13 
.fiscal year of business performance. In this section a description of -the 
expenses 1-d.ll be giYen. For ease and convenience of anaJ.ysis, several of the 
operating expenses have been conbincd .. 
T--;pes of Expenses 
§.al~ries and \iafie Expenses. l!Jost of the audits of the associations list 
manager's salary and other salaries and 1tJages paid the employees. For this 
study, i..l'.l most instances, all money paid for wages, including manager 1 s 
salary and per.ria.Ilent sularies, have been combined into one expense item 
called salaries and wages. 
taxes make up the total phyrdcal facility exrenses. Deprec:i.2.t:i.on conr~ists of 
the ex:pen:,,,es incurrod by the 1·rnar and tear, or obsolescence on machinery 
equipment, buildings, furniture, and fixtures. Insurance c)xpenso includes 
al1 ·the insurance affecting the associations. Bonds, listed wlth insurance, 
includes it,arehouse bonds and the manager's bonds. Taxes include social 
security, sales tax, advalore:n tax, and corporation license tax for the 
period of one fiscal year. The total of the three mentioned. e4:ensc i"ter:i.s 
above ln what ea.ch association spends to operate its physical plant. Usually 
those expenses are more stable, tending to vary less than other operating 
exvens·ss. Also., t,heso expenses i'orm. the larger part of a coopere;t:'t.ve I s 
fixed costs. 
Calculated Interest :r;;.xpense. The audits of each of the five eooperatives 
list interest expense onl,y 1v1:1en this item has been incurred by borrowing 
I 
:raoney frorh credit agencies. Usually the bank for cooperatives at 'iJ1chita, 
Kansan is the main source of credit. However, the associations occasionally 
borrow funds from local banks. In making this study it was felt necessary 
that a· calculated interest expense figure should be bome by each associa.-
tion. J~ven though this expense was not directly shared by the organization, 
it irtas thought that this should. be a-dded to b1 .. ing out an opportunity cost 
that would othorvdse be omitted. Interest on :tnvestr.aent should be figured 
for any going business concern •. 
Assets of each association were divided. into cor:1,11odity, f ac:Uity and 
operating capital.. The bank :for cooperf1.tives at LJichita, Kansas loans 
facility capital at .four percent interest, commodity capital at 2,.25 percent, 
and operating capital at three percent.. After the three breakdo.,ms of assets 
f'or the five elevators 'i'iere totaled and the interest rates o.f the bank for 
cooperatives were applied, the sum of the interest expense for each organiza-
tion 1rJas derived. 
Other E.x.p~_ses. Other expenses could be termed a ncatch-All 11 category 
to take care of the remaining items listed on the ex.pense audits. In this 
study other eJ1.1)enses include seven operating exp~nse items, namely, utilities, 
telephone and telegraph, repairs, supplies, advertising, truck expensa, &'1.d 
adm:Lnistrative and selling expense. The administrative and selling coio:ts 
include donations, travel expense, directors'' fees, bad debts expenses, 
auditing and legal fees, educational expense, and any other miscellaneous 
item.s appearing on the expense sheet of the audit. Other expenses i-dll tend 
to vary more than physical facility expenses, interest expense, and [1alaries 
and wages, .. 
15 
Variations of Yearly Expenses by Associations 
The expenses of any association vary according to the amount of business 
a.nd the efficiency in operating the business. For the crop years 1946 t.hrough 
1948 the expenses of all the elevators increased because of more business and 
an expa.nsion in the physical plants. In addition the post war period was 
conducive to a general rise in the price level of our eeonmny, which 1.ira.s 
reflected by an increase in the opera.ting expenses of the five associations. 
Bison. Total expenses at Bison increased from $11,326.07 in 1946 to 
$24,533.33 in 1948 (Table 4). Salaries and wages accounted for the larger 
share of the total expenses~ and also the largest increase in expenses. 
Salaries and wages were 43.0 percent of the total expenses for 1946, and they 
increased to 49.7 percent in 19lt-7. They increased in amount for 1948, but 
the percentage figure decreased to 46.0. This was due to an increase in the 
total expenses that was comparatively larger than the increase in salaries 
and wages. 
Physical facility expenses increased .from $1,.950. 92 in 1946 to $4,508.32 
in 1948 .. The reason for the increase was the construction of additional 
storage space in 1948, which increased the depreciation figure. This 
· increased the inb"Uranee from $462.52 in 1946 to $1,577.67 in 1948 {Table 4). 
The tq.,xes increased slightly for the same period. 
Calculated interest expense shows a decrease in percentage of 23.5 for 
1946 to 15.0 in 1948. However, the interest expense account increased.. This 
a.lso wa.s due to the total expenses being proportionately larger than the 
interest expense. 
All of the expenses rnaki:ng up other expenses increased on a large scale, 
except utilities in 1948. Repairs expense increased from $177.54 in 1946 to 
tUnLJt 4 
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$779.35 in 194S. The expansion of storage space, the addition of new 
sidelines, and the large wheat crop of 1947 were the primary reasons for 
the increase. 
\fau.komis. The Waukomis cooperative did not start making a.ny ma.,ior 
changes in its physical plant until after the 1948 crop season. Therefore, 
the expenses of the organization increased only to the extent of increases 
in the business done by the cooperative, except for an unusually large 
repair e..."'tpense in 1947. The total expenses in 1946 were $17,155.-15; they 
increased to ~21,0$9.,:75 in 1947, and in 1948 they were $22,726.,SO (Table 5) .. 
The salaries and wages increased at Waukomis from $7 ,127 • ..36 in 1946 
to <i7 ,431.,03 in 1947, and to $9,6ol.41 in 1948. The manager's salary 
increased, as well as hiring more seasonal labor to handle the increase in 
business. 
The physical facility expenses increased from $4,198.94 in 1946 to 
$5,430 •. 96 in 1948.. This increase was caused by the general increase in 
depreciation, insurance, and bonds and truces. 
The calculated interest expense rose from $1,825.15 in 1946 to 
~~2,128.45 in 1947, and to {$2,499.64 in 1948. The main reason for this 
increase was the expanded inventories of the cooperative. 
The other expenses ·were 23.J percent or the total expenses in 1946. 
They increased to 31.6 percent in 1947, and they decreased to 22.9 percent 
of the total in 1948. As stated above, the repair expenses in 1947 ca.used 
the fluctuation in other expenses. 
Imo .. The total expenses at Imo increased 34.6 percent over the three 
yea.rs (Table 6). Salaries and wages remained almost stable with only a 
sligh't; decrease in percentage of the total expenses in 1948, although the 
actual amount for salaries and wages increased a little over $500.00. 
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rrABLE 5 
ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES FOR THE 
WAUl{OMlS co-oi:,ERAT;tllE SUPF'LY' co~PANY OF' l'lfAUKOIUS., OKLAHOMA, 
FROM 1946 '!'HHOUGH 1948 
Salaries and Wages 
Physical Facility Expenses 
Depreciation 








































































TOT~ 172155.15 100.00 21 20g2.75. 100.00 222726&9 100,.00 




ANNUAL OPERATI NG EXPEN.iF;s FOR Tllli: 
'ARMEH.S COOPERATI VE ELEVATOR COMPANY OF IMO, OKLAHDMJ~, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 
Salaries and Wages 
Physical Facility Expenses 
Depreciation 
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TOTALS 13,484.ll 100.00 15.591.71 100.00 18,025. 23 l__OO_. oo 
Source: Annual Aud.its of the Atssociation, from 1946 through 1948. 
.to 
20 
The ,largest increase in the physical facility expense group was insurance 
and l)onds. This increase was· a.bout $900.00 for the three year period. The 
depreciation expense increased a little over $400.00, and taxes increased 
slightly for the same period. 'l'his increased vnlume of business at Imo was 
also accompanied by an increase of about ~~900.00 in the calculated interest 
The :c~epa.irs increased more than any G}.."Pense item in the other expense 
category. The repairs on an old elevator in 1947 and 1948 accounted for 
repairs expense inc~easing • 
.Drummond. 1'he total eJ,,..rpenses at Drumm.ond were comparati:vely low, 
increasing from {p9,571.57 in 1946 to i.)13,358.65 in 1948 (Table 7). This 
can be expected since the Drurtlmond association did a small amount of side-
line business for the three years • 2 
The salaries and wages increased from ;)3.,936.17 in 1946 to $4,Sl2.26 in 
1947, and to $5,.773.27 in 1948.. This was the largest increase listed on the 
expense ledger, and it resulted from more ivheat business, plus an increase 
in the :manager's salary over the three ye~:r period. . 
'rhe physical facility expenses showed a decrease in 1947 and an increase 
in 1948. The addition of a lumber ya.rd accounted for this increase •. The 
remainder of the expenses showed a general increase. 
Am.es .. In Ames ,the total expenses increased 137 percent over the three 
year period (Table ~). In 1947 and 1948 the elevator added physical 
facilities for handling more sidelines. Storage space increased, and also 
the repairs expense increased from $182 .. 17 to $1~176 .• 91. The depreciation 
increased over ,$1,000.00 for this sar.:i.e period. 
2ct. ante., page 6. 
'fl\BLE 7 
ANN1JAL OPIG2N£IKG K{PENSES FOD. THJL. 
JJHU1·l101W GOOP1;;HA1'IV11; 1_;;LltVA'l\)H COi:1D:'ANY OF DRULJi;Qr;D, OlG..AHOl1A, 
F::I.OM 1946 'l'HHOUGH 1948 
~~~~~~~.~~-------.,..---------~~~~~~~~~~~-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-
1946 __ 
Dollurs ___ Percent 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,_____~~~~-
Salaries and dagcs 







Telephone and Telegraph 
Repairs 
Supplies 
Ad ver1'-i sine 
Truck E..1<..·pense 
Administrative 




























































TO'l'ALS 9,571.57 100.00 ~ 11 221±,5.~ __ l_00.0,0 _ _1~~258.65 100.00 
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llt)Ut"ee; .t\l1111itu i,.:i,dita of t.he Ass(>ci.ation, fr-om 1946 thr•tc>ugh l94S. 
~ 
Salaries and wages were 44.1 percent of the total expenses in 1946, 
50. 0 percent in 1947, and 49.2 percent in 1948. This increase was caused 
by more sideline business. 
The physical facility expenses increased almost 4,000.00 over the 
23 
three years studied. The addition of a service station, plus the equipment 
necessary to operate it, was the chief cause of the increase . This i ncrease 
in t he physical plant caused insurance to increase about 1,300. 00, and taxes 
rose to ~l,JOl. 35 in 194$ from 496. 24 in 1946. With an increase in physical 
facilities, the calculated interest increased also . 
The l argest increase in other expenses was the result of tremendous 
increases in repairs . The repair expense was $182.17 in 1946, $605 . 89 in 
1947, and 1,176. 91 in 194$ (Table 8) . 
Variations of Expenses Between Associations 
This section of the study deals with an analysis of the three year 
average expenses of the five cooperatives to determine the variation of 
expenses between associations. Increased business , the construction of new 
storage space, and more sideline business caused much of the variation 
between associations. 
Comparison of Salaries and Wage Expenses . 
salaries and wages than any other expense item. 
More money was pai d out for 
The three year average 
expenses of the five cooperatives show that Ames paid out 48. 6 percent of 
the total expenses to salaries and wages, Bison 46. 5 percent, Drummond 42. 5 
percent, Waukomis 39. 6 percent, and Imo 36. 6 percent (Table 9) . 
Service stations at Ames and Bison ~~re the main reasons for more money 
being paid out for salaries and wages by them. Imo, the elevator handling 
and selling more wheat , paid out less for salari es and wages than the other 
---------·-··-,.,-------· ----
Salaries and hfage~ 
Physical Facilii.:.;y w,,.pm, 
Depreciation 
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21 .• 76 
TOTALS __ 1'7,409.54 .~ 100.00 20 2:}2J.90 100.00 l,:i,700.,J5 100.00 
Sm.irce: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 194$. 
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TOTALS 111321.$3 100.00 191965.20 100.00 




.four elevators because the handling of wheat was more mechanized and required 
less labor than sidelines. 
Comparison of Ph:y:sical Fa.ci~ity Expenses. The physical facility expenses 
were more stable than the others. During periods of ne·w construction the 
expenses were higher due to increasi.ng depreciation, taxes, and insurance. 
Waukomis paid out 23.8 percent of its total expenses on physical facilities, 
Imo ;~2 .. 9 percent, Ames 22 .. 5 percent, Drummond 18 .• 0 percent., and Bison 17.4 
percent ( Table 9). 1'.fost of' the cooperatives were planning or constructing 
new buildings when this study was made. 
Co:rn:2arison of Calcll;lated Interest 11:xpense. This expense item was 
calculated from the assets of the associations. The cooperative han.dling the 
most sidelines usually has the lowest interest expense since more capital is 
involved in handling wheat., Interest GX'J?ense at Dru:rmnond i.;as 24 .. 1 percent of 
the tota.l expenees. Imo p,:dd out, 18. 7 percent for int~Jrest expense, Bison 
18.2 percent, Ames 13.9 percent, and Waukomis 10.6 percent (Table 9). 
!}pm12arison of Other Expenses. Other expenses, which are more affected 
by administrative a.nd selling costs., varied about the sa1:ae as salaries and 
wages. Waukomis had a total of other expenses amounting to lP5,286.45., Imo 
$3,416.91, Bison $3,122.70, Ames $2,999.09, and Drummond ~tl,750.59 over the 
three year average period studied (Table 9). The total of other expenses at 
VIaukomis tend to he high when comparing the other expenses of the four 
cooperatives. Inadequate control of minor sideline costs was probably the 
chief cause. The Drum .. _-nond cooperative seemed to be more efficient in the 
control of these minor costs. Imo., Bison, and Ames ,'.lfere in a comparatively 
close range of normality when considering the total of other expenses •. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEP NT AL EXPENSES 
An analysis of the departmental expenses includes two separate divisions 
of each of the five association3 studied. The two departments analyzed are 
the wheat department and the sideline department . The five associations were 
organized for the purpose of marketing wheat, but the fa:n;iers ' demands for 
services other than wheat have created extra business activities performed by 
the associations . 
0ince none of the associations employed a cost accounting system, the 
sidelines of every cooperative were combined. into one department . ith the 
combining of activities other than wheat , every cooperative operated a wheat 
department and a sideline department . The allocation of expenses will be 
made on the basis of the two departments, wheat and sidelines. 
Some of the expenses that were incur red by the associations were easily 
allocated. There were other expense items that were difficult to determine 
whether they were spent for wheat or sidelines. 11 of the managers gave their 
best estimates in the allocation of expenses . Other help came from personal 
visits to the cooperatives, thereby gaining knowledge of their operations . 
Another source for the basis of allocating expenses for t he wheat and 
sideline departments was the departmental gross earnings . 
The expense items were car r ied over to the departmental section. Three 
year calculations; 1946 through 191..S, were tabulated . The percentages that 
were allocated for wheat and sidelines for each expense item were totaled for 
the wheat department and the sideline department . 
1heat Department 
)cpenses for heat . The total wheat expenses were the highest at 
Waukomis, being 15, 759.05 (Table 10) . They were the lowest at Drummond 
with a total of 10,705. 52. The wheat expenses at Bison were $11, 261. 76, 
13,798. 90 at Imo, and ~8,840. 47 at Ames . The high wheat expenses at 
\~aukomis cannot entirely be justified. However, a '!i'l0,000. 00 elevator 
addition was made in 1948, and this helped to increase the wheat expenses . 
The total wheat expenses at Bison and Imo were attributed to the two 
organizations selling more wheat and having a higher investment in wheat 
equipment . Drurmnond was fairly high in wheat sales , but its intensified 
operations and its efficient management of minor costs helped to keep its 
total wheat expenses lower . The rather lo 1 total wheat expenses at Ames 
can be attributed to this elevator stressing sideline sales , and as a result 
having less investment for wheat . 
The salaries and wages accounted for 47 .9 percent of the total wheat 
expenses at Bison ., 46. 9 percent at aukomis, J6. 6 percent at Imo, 42. 4 
percent at Drummond , and 39. 9 percent at Am.es (Table 10) . The salaries and 
wages accounted for the largest amount being spent for any expense item at 
the elevators. The reason for this expense item being higher was the extra 
hired labor at harvest time . Al so., additional labor was needed following 
harvest to handle the wheat crop. The lowest percent for salaries and 
wages at Imo was a result of efficiently handling larger volumes of wheat . 
The small volume of wheat handled at Aines, in comparison to the other 
elevators, accounted for less being spent for salaries and wages on wheat . 
The greatest share of the salaries and wage expenses at Ames was expended for 
sideline operations. 
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The physical facility expenses were 14. 4 percent of the total wheat 
expenses at Bison, 23 . 0 percent at 1aukomis, 23 . 6 percent at Imo, 18. 4 percent 
Salaries and Wages 
Depreciation 















AVERAGE ANNUAL 1~1Tu~AT AND SIDELINE EXPENSES 
FOR TH:!£ FIVE •\380CIATIONS, 




8,095. 96 5,396.21 
1,416.15 757. 55 
9ll. 29 542.49 
3,160 • .31 ' 2, 329. 76 
703.13 .317. 38 
399. 48 .338 • .39 
135. 46 128. 69 
535. 99 416. 79 
237.09 225 . 23 
158. JO 116. 51 
195. 62 -0-
1,460. 76 692. 76 



















2,699.75 43. 91 
65S. &J 10. 71 
368. 80 6. 00 
830. 55 13.51 
385. 75 6. 27 
61.09 . 99 
6. 77 . 11 
ll9. 20 1. 94 
11. 86 .19 
41. 79 . 69 
195.62 3.19 
768.00 12.49 
6,147. 78 100.00 
35. 31 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 1948, and estimates of the managers. 
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AVERAGE ANNUAL WHEAT AND SIDELINE EXPENSES 
FOR THE FIVE ASSOCIATIONS, 




Expenses Dollars Percent 
8,053. 27 7,398~80 46. 94 
2, 519.78 1,797. 78 11. 41 
1,521. 54 1,188. 47 7. 54 
2,151 .08 1,314. 60 8.'.34 
791. 78 633 .12 4.02 
35e. s1 340. 87 2.16 
158.31 150.39 . 96 
1,769. 82 1.,096. 64. 6. 96 
944.12 789. 53 5.01 
314. 46 259. 69 1. 65 
232. 90 -o-
1,508. 0.3 789.16 5. 01 
20,323.90 15,759. 05 100.00 
77 . 54 
Sidelines 
Dollars Percent 
654. 47 14. 34 
722.00 15.82 
J.33 .07 7.30 
836. 48 18. 32 
158. 66 3. 47 
17.94 .39 
7. 92 .17 
673 .18 14. 75 
154. 59 3. 39 
54. 77 1 • .20 
232. 90 5.10 
718. 87 15.75 
4, 564. 85 100. 00 
22. 46 




AVER:\(~ ANNUAL WHEA'1' AND SIDELINE 
FOR 'l'Hft F!V'l:i; ASSOClA'l'lDNS; 
l>'rtOM 191,1.6 THROUGH 1948 
(Continued) 
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Total Ith eat . - Si<feli1"H;1S 
_ Expenses Dolla,rs Percent Doll.a.rs Percent 
Sa.la.1:-ies and 
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1,953 ... 57 
1,198 .. 49 















3~5 t3 I.,;. .\.) 
124.51 
73'7.45 






36.60 701.05 36.87 
13.ii.6 96 .. JS 5.07 
7 • .38 1?9.77 9.li.5 
18.38 395.45 20.80 
2.76 67.23 3.54 
.2 .. 79 63,.20 3.58 
.91 21.97 l.16 
5.34 124.'74 6 .. 56 
4.04 103.65 5.45 
1.00 lb. 75 .S8 
-o- -0- ...0-
7.34 126.26 6.64 
100.00 1,901.45 100.00 
12.11 
Source: }..nnual Audits 0£ the Assoeia:t.ions, from 1946 tru·ough 1911-8, and esti:mates of the managers. 
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.47 
1.71 
lB .. 01 
100.00 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 1948, a.l'ld estir;1ateo of the managers. 
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Source! Annual Audits of th~; AssociLtM.ons, 191+6 through iw~s, estimates of the managers. 
w ;,..;; 
at Drumrriond, and 27.8 percent at Ames (Table 10). The high physical facilit,y 
expenses at Junes were the results of an increase in insurance and bonds, 
taxes, and depreciation. Ames had smaller storage space, but it wa.:s a 
concrete structure. The Junes association also purchased a gasoline station 
in 1947 and all the equipment necessary to operate the station. These 
factors increased the physical facility expenses. 'The rather high physical 
facility 1c~xpenses at Imo were the result. of adding a grain cleaning building 
in 1948. 
'l'he interest expense for wheat was ~f2,329. 76 at Bison, ~il,314.60 at 
Waukomis, ;}2 . ,536.55 at Imo, (p2,60l.92 at Drummond; and ~tl,388.95 at Junes 
(Table 10). Since the wheat assets were s.maller at runes and Waukoi:nis, the 
two largest sideline selling cooperatives, the total interest expense for 
wheat was smaller than at the other three elevators. The larger interest 
expense for wheat at Imo., Drur::unond, and Bison was due to the three associa-
tions having larger investments in 1rlheat facilities. 
'I'he other expenses were 17.0 percent of the total wheat expenses at 
Bison, 21 .• 8 percent at Waukomis, 21.4 percent at Imo, 14.9 percent at 
Drummond, and 16.6 percent at ii.mes (Table 10). As has been pointed out 
before, ',~aukorois was more inefficient on minor costs that were more variable, 
while Drummond was more efficient on the same type of costs,.3 The lower 
percent of other expenses going to wheat at Alnea was the result of the 
organization having higher total sideline expenses. The other wheat expenses 
were higher at lmo and Dison because of larger volumes of wheat being sold 
by the two elevators. 
3cr. ante., page 28,. 
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Unit Costs for Wheat. The unit costs for wheat were an indication 
of the opera.ting efficiency of the cooperatives. To derive the cost per 
bushel handled and the cost per dollar of wheat sales, the wheat handled 
and sold wan divided into the amolmt of expenses allocated to ia1eat 
(Table ll) .• 
Imo handled 407,126 bushels of wheat for $13,798.a9. The cost per 
bushel handled was J.39 cents., and the cost per dollar of the ,~heat sold 
i.'as 1 .• 88 cents (Table 11). The total sales at Imo attiOunted to $735,650.54. 
The amount · sold and handled at Imo was the largest of any of the other four 
elevators. Bison handled wheat for 3.05 cents per bushel,. and its cost per 
dollar of wheat sales was L. 63 cents. The araount of wheat handled at Bison 
was 369,4135 bush$ls. The handling costs at Bison were the lowest of any of 
the elevators. Even though Imo handled the largest volume, its handling 
costs wore higher than Bison because the repairs and insu:'ance expense 
caused the total wheat expenses at ·rn10 to exceed Bison ts expenses by more 
than ti2,ooo.oo. 
Drummond handled 349,010 bushels of wheat for the three years stu.died 
at a cost of 3.07 cents per bushel. The cost per dollar of wheat sales at 
Drummond was 1.77 cents. This amount was slightly higher than the cost at 
Bison and a little lower than the cost at Imo (Table ll). 
The wheat department at Ames was operating on an efficient costs 
basis. 'l'his can be assumed since Ames handled 260,714 bushels for the lmrest 
volume of wheat handled by any of the five elevators, and its costs of 
operation were 3.39 cents per bushel with a cost .of l.90 cents per dollar of 
wheat sold (Table ll). This was just about the same handling costs as were 
incurred by the. Imo elevator. 
11 
BU SlfEL 01~-. 
SALES AT THE FIVl~ ASSOC Lt\ TIO NS, 
Fnmi 1946 THROUGH 191.i.8 
'f..oj:;al Tot al Total - .. Cost eex:-· 5;ost per 
Wheat 1Jheat 11heat Bushel ,;}HKJ.t Dollar 
Ex12enses Handled 
-------- ~Do;Ll~r:~~ . . . . M, (Is~~shel~ 
Gales Handled --~- i,hea.t Sales 
i.Pollars~ . ~~·. (Gents; __ : tcentii}= 
Bison 11,273.29 ,., '9 'gc-.)0 .,4 ) 690,oss. 9.:l 3.05 1.63 
VJatlk·otnis 15,759.05 343.,011. 50l,943.li9 4.59 3 .. 14 
Imo 13,798.89 407,126 735,650.54 3· .• 39 1.eo 
Di:•urrusnond 10,717 .. 27 34,9,010 605.,005.87 3.07 1.77 
Ames s,Sl+0.47 26JJ,714 464.,36$.20 3.39 1~90 
·----· 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, :t'rom. 1946 through 1948. 
The unit costs tor wheat indicated that Waukomis wa.s the most ineffi"."' 
cient in controlling costs .. The cost per bushel of. wheat handled at Waukomis 
uas 4.59 cents., and the cost per dollar of sales was J .. 14 cents. This was 
more significant when comparing the amount of wheat, handled at the four 
other elnva.tors because Haukomis handled 34.3,014 bllshels. The total wheat 
expem;es at Haukomis . were too high due to inefficient labor costs and a 
failm·e to control other e:cpenses. 
Sideline Department 
Expenses for Sidelines,. The Ames oooperati ve was the only association 
of the five having a larger total expense for sidelines than for wheat. The 
total wheat expense at Ames was fJS,840.47, and its total sideline e:r...pense was 
:ni,124 •. 73 (Table 10).. This w:as accounted for because Ames more than doubled 
any o.f the, five other organizations in total sideline sales. The total side-
line ex.pen'.ses at Bison were $6,147.78; they were $4,564.85 at Waukomis, 
(Jl,901.45 at Imo, and $686.31 at Drummond. 
Salaries and wages accounted for 43.9 percent of the total sideline 
expenses at Bison, 111-.3 percent at Haukomis, ,36.,9 percent at Imo, 43. 7 
37 
percent at Drummond, and 55.5 percent at Ames (Table 10}. The low percentage 
of salaries and wage expenses for sidelines at Waukomis was due to the manager 
including rnost of the locker plant labor in the wheat department. Some of the 
locker plant labor was used in the wheat department, but probably not as much 
as in:dicatod by the manager of Waukomis. 
'l'he physical facility expenses for sidelines were $1.,413.15 at Bison., 
$1.,213.73 at Waukomis,- ,'}343.38 at Imo, $83.66 at Drummond, and G2.,023.84 at 
.Ames (Table 10}. The larger physical facility expenses at Bison and A,11es 
were the results of ea.ch of tha cooperatives operating service stations. 
These stations increcwed the ar:iounts of depreciation, im:.urancc and bonds, 
and tax expen:.;es for tho two iissociations. Imo and Drum;r.ond did not con-
centrc.te on sideline sales as much as the other cooperatives. Therefo:re, 
their physical facility expenses were lower. 
The Ce,lcula.ted intc~rest expense fol" sidelines at Bison was $830.55; 
it 1;-.:as G:836.l+B at '"faukornis, ~395.45 at J:m.o,. 1/;1!+7 .La at Drmnmond, and 
:}1,392.59 1],t Ames (Table 10). 'l'he organization having more sidel ir1e 
fac:ll:i.ties and sales had higher calculated interest expense. 
'Ehe total of other expenses for sidelines was itl,204.33 at Bison.~ 
$1,860.17 at Haukomis, tt461.57 at In10, :;155.01 at Drummond, and $1,54.1.85 
at Ames (Table 10). The higher total of other expenses at Waukomis ,ms the 
result of repairs, and administrative an1 selling cods being too high. 
More eff'icient control of administrative and selling costs should have been 
made becaus13 this expense item contaim::id :more of the variable expenses 
incurred by the association. The total o.f the other- expenses at the four 
cooperatives seemed to be in proportion to the volurne o:f sideline business 
done by each. 
Unit Costs for Sidelines. The total sideline sales at Ames were 
(~108,382.1+8, and the total sideline expenses were f$11,l24. 73 (Table 12). 
The sideline sales at Ames :more than doubled any of the ot,her cooperatives., 
and the same was true for the total sideline expenses. As a result of this 
volume of business, Ames operated fol'.' 10 .. 26 cents for every dollar of the 
sidelines sold .. 
Waukomis; the second largest from standpoint of sideline sales, sold 
~P52,300.58 in merchandise. The cost per dollar of sales at Waukomis was 
8.73 cents. Bison's cost per dollar of sidelines sold, being 21.10 cents, 
.38 
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due to the addition of a service station to its sideline facilities .• 
Drurumond and h10 operated at a cost per dollar of sideline sales for 
5.14 cents and 5.2li, cents, respectively (Table 12}. This was exceptionally 
low for Imo· since the association exceeded the Bison cooperative a.pproxi-
xnately $7 ,000 .• 00 in sideline sales. Drummond's small amouut of sideline 
sale:3 was the reason for its costs of operation being almost equal to 
Imo• s unit costs for sidelines. 
Operating Statements for the Wheat 
and Sideline Departments 
The departmental operating statement gives the financial operating 
efficiency of the wheat and sideline departments of the five organizations., 
The sales, cost of sales, other operating income, gross earnings, expenses, 
deductions, and additions were calcu1ated to derive the departmental net 
earnings of each cooperative. The calculations for the operating statements 
15ere based on the wheat and sideline allocations of expenses. The operating 
staterns:mts were calculated on three year averages for the years 1946 through 
1948. 
Sales. The wheat sales were S690,0tl8. 98 at Bison, $501, 91+3.49 at 
Waukomis, ~i735,650.54 at Imo, $605,005.87 at Drumr.aond, and ~64,.36S.JO at 
Ames (Table 13).. The largest wheat crop 1·la.s in 1948, but since the price 
was higher in 1947, the dollar sales were higher for this year. 'I'here w·c1s 
also a larger inventory of farmer owned tcvheat after the 1948 crop than after 
the 1946 and 19h'7 crops. 
The sideline sales were the highest at Ames with $108,382.48 in sales of 
merchandise. Following .runes in order of sideline sales were Waukomis with 
$52,300.58, Imo with ($.36,293.95, Bison with ii29,133.,.09, and Drummond with 
$13,355.26 in sales of merchandise (Table 13). The two largest sideline 
Sales 
Cost of Sales 







AVERAGE ANNUAL OPEJ.ATIHG STATEMENTS OF TffE 
lJIIEAT AtID SID.ELIN!<; DEPiULTlUEifi'S FOU THE FIVE ASSOCIATIONS, 
1"'R0111. 1946 THH.OUGH 1948 
(Continued) 
BISON WWKOHlS 
Total \,~heat. Sidelines Total ;ifueat Sidelines 
DOLLAHS DOLLAHS 
719,222.07 690,088.98 29,133.09 554,241..-07 501, 9l}J.li9 52,300.58 
70.2,940.23 675,992.69 26,947 .51+ 536,787.30 487 ,l+h7 .85 49,339.45 
1,600.74 1,494.59 106.15 6,936.01 3, 921,..41 3,011.60 
17,882.58 15,590 .. SS 2,291.70 24,392.78 18,420.05 5,972.73 
17,409.54 ll,261.76 6,147.78 20,.'.323.90 15,759.05 4,564.85 
753.&:J 577.12 176.413 790.65 595.41 195.24 
14,981.36 13.,095.24 1,886.12 7,663.89 6,290.53 1,373 • .36 
14,700.00 16,847.24 ... 2,146.44 10,91+2.12 8,356.12 2.,586.00 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 1948. 
~ 
Sales 
Cost ot Sales 







AVERIi.GE ANNUAL OPBRA'fltJG STATEMElfl'S OF THE 
WHEAT AND SIDELINE D.EPAHTI~Th~NTS FoR THE FIVE ASSOCIATIONS., 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 194$ 
(Continued) 
n,10 DRID~N.OrJD 
Total Wheat Sidelines Total ~fuaat 
DOLl,il.RS JLO L L A H S 
77i~944.49 735.,650.54 36,29.3.95 618,.361.03 605.,005.87 
755,586.14 721.,134.54 34,45l.6o 604,662.25 59l.,882.l8 
11132.3.79 10,712.1.3 · 6ll.66 ;.,525.91 5.,525.91 
27,682.14 25.;228 .. 13 2,454.01 19.,224.69 18,649.60 
15,700/35 13,798.90 1,901.45 11,391.83 10,705.52 
110.31 95.00 15.31 49.93 ...o-
15,308.61 14,6;2.45 656.16 12,.004.10 11,.921.93 
27,100.09 25,986.68 1,193.41 19,781.03 19,866.0l 
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selling cooperatives, Ames and Waukomis, sold less wheat than the other 
three associations. The sideline sales were larger at Bison. than at 
Drummond because of a service station operated at Bison. Imo sold more 
sidelines than Bison and Drummond because it exceeded the two cooperatives 
in .feed sales. 
Cost of' Sales. The cost of sales included the purchases of the 
commodities. An increase or decrease in the inventories of a cooperative 
have a direct effect on the value of the cost of sales. The cost of sales 
tor each o:f the :t'ive associations followed lo.ueh the same pattern as did the 
sales of the organizations (Table 13). Changes in the prices of commodities 
were reflected by dollar value changes in tho cost of sales and the total 
sales made by the associations. 
other Operating In-come. 'fhe other operating income for wheat wa.s 
~l.,494.59 at Bison, $3.,924.41 at Waukomis, $10,712.13 at Imo, $5,525.91 at 
Drummond., and $4.,881 • .32 at Ames. The sideline department had other operating 
income a.t1ounting to $106.15 at Bison., $3 11011.60 at Waukomis, $611.66 a.t mo., 
$o .. oo at Drummond., and $786 ... 75 at .Ar.nes (Table 13). The other operating income 
was money received from wheat storage, cleaning and treating of grains, custom 
grinding, and labor income. 
Gross Earnings,. The total gross earnings included earnings on the sale 
of commodities with the addition of the other operating income. They were 
primarily composed of the difference in the sales and the cost of sales. 
This was the margin from which the operating expenses were paid. The gross 
earnings were a measure of the ability for each association to meet the 
operating expenses (Table 13). 
The gross earnings for the wheat department were ~15,590.gg at Bison,, 
$18,420.05 at Waukomis, ~t2.5.,228.13 at Imo, $18,649.60 at Drummond., and 
1}14,408.5.3 at .1-\mes. The sideline depart:rn.ent accounted for fJ2,291.70 at 
Bison, 1}5 ,972 .• ?3 at tria;uko:mis, is2,451~.01 at Imo, ~575.19 at Drummond,. and 
ti11,806.IO at Ames ('l'able 13). 
Other Additions. The major sources of income coming from othe:c addi-
tiomi uere i.'1vest:ments and financial income. The major items that were 
included in other addit,ions were dividends received on 1,,1heat from the Union 
Equity of Bnid and dividends on sidelines from the Consumers Cooperative of 
Kansas City. Other additions received were interest, cash long, and :money 
received from the sale of equipment. 'l'hese additions were sometimes 
sufficient to compensate for operating losses :r..t..!lde by the associations 
(Table 13),. 
45 
Other Deductions. Other deductions included ca.sh short, loss on sale 
of capital assets, cash unaccounted for, and other miscellaneous losses that 
were not actually operating expenses. These deductions were unimportant 
except at Bison and bJaukom:i.s v~here they were particularly high. They were 
high at Bison because of an adjustment in the cash account in 1947. 'rhey 
were high at 1Jaukomis because of notes and checks that were cleared in 191+7 
(Table 13). 
Net Earnings. The success of the business operations of the five 
cooperatives h>as measured by the amount of the net earnings incurred at the 
end of each fiscal period. Each of the five associations realized a profit 
in ·the wheat department for the three years studied, 1946-1948. The wheat 
depart:ment had average :net earnings of: ~p16,SL~7.24 at Bison, fti:8,356.12 at 
Waukomis., ~~25,986.68 at Itao, $19,866.01 at Drurrm1ond., and ~J,13,294 .• 75 at 
1\mes (Table 13). 
Bison lost 02,14.6.44 in the sideline department. This was the result 
of not controlling the rrumagement of thE'> service station costs. Drumrrrond 
lost :i~'"/3.SS in. the sideline depa:rtment. This loss resulted from sidelines 
being operated on such a small volume basis. lGven though a. loss was incurred 
in this departm,mt, it might be profitable to n1,,,,intain the department.. If 
the loss were sufficiently large to impair cost e.fficiency, the department 
should be discontinued., However, if the discontinuance of one department 
,10111.d cause a decrease in volume in another department, it would be well 
to keep the one where the loss was incurred. This is true especially if' the 
gain in the profitable department would more than offset the loss in the 
unprofitable department.. llaukomis had ~P2,586.00 earned in the sideline 
department, Im<> had ~;1,193.hl, nnd Ames had t:$3,557 .• 19 (Table 13) .. 
4.6 
The total net earnings resulting from the wheat and sideline depurtr:1ents 
were ~}14, 700.,80 at Bison, :}10., 942 .•. 12 at Naukornis, (~27 ,180.09 at Imo, ~?19, nn.03 
at Drummond, and i],16,851. 94 at Junes ('fable 13). Usually the cooperatives 
selling the most wheat have the highest net returns. This situation was 
only part,ially true in this study. Imo sold more wheat and had the highest 
net return. Drumraond and /I.mes sold less wbaat than Bison, but they had larger 
net returns. Waukomis sold more i-meat than Junes, but it.s net returns were 
smaller.. This was partly accounted for by the fa.ct that A.Pi..&s more than 
doubled any of thr.1 other associations in sideline sales. The .failure to 
control service stat:i.on labor at Bison caused a lower total net return to the 
cooperative., The lower total net returns a.t l1Ja.ukomis were caused by ineffi-
cierrt. control of expenses in both the wheat and sideline departments .. 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SEASONAL EXPENSES 
The expenses of a wheat cooperative fluctuate durmg the year as they 
do in ny business concern. The expenses of an elevator reach their peak 
during the month of June. This is to be expected since in this area 
harvesting of wheat occurs in June . The sideline buslness of the wheat 
cooperative tends to cause more fluctuation in expenses for each month . 
The more sideline business handled by an elevator the greater will be the 
expenses; therefore, the expenses will vary more from month to month . 
The expense ledgers were used to obtain the monthly expense totals 
for each crop ye~r studied. The accumulative expenses which nere aid 
once a year were divided equally among the twelve months . The accumulative 
expenses were taxes, insurance and bonds, and calculated interest expense . 
The payroll taxes were omitted from this group since they were paid each 
month according to the labor used for the month . 
Seasonal Fluctuations of the Associations 
Bison. The seasonal expenses at Bison fluctuated considerably before 
harvest time (Figure 2) . They varied slightly in February and March. The 
expenses of the association dropped about 200. 00 in pril and gained this 
amount in May. Most all of the expense items decreased for April. The 
largest decrease was in the salaries and wages. It is significant to note 
that Bison and AmeR were the only cooperatives showing a decrease in 
expenses for April, and these two associations were the only ones that 
operated service stations . 
Expenses increased during the harvest month to about 1,900. 00. The 






















Figure 2. Average Seasonal Variation of the Operating :Expenses 
for Three Associations, From 1946 Through 1948 
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Source: Tables 22, 23, and 25. 
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period the expenses had one slight increase, and this was about $20.00 in 
August. The remaining months leveled off in a. gradual decline.to $1,.365.54 
for December (Figure 2}. 
Waukomis. The Waukomis cooperative is a large sideline organizatio.n 
when comparing its operations with Bison, Imo,. and Drummond,. The expenses 
varied a little more from month to month at Waukomis than at any other of 
the four elevators (Figure 2). 
The pre-harvest months of February and March · at Waukomis varied onl;v 
slightly. The expense.s steadily increased from about $1,400.00 in March 
to over $2,700.00 for the harvest month of June., The post-harvest months 
decreased f'rom $1.,900.00 in July to about $1,600.00 in September. They 
increased about $100.00 in October, and the expenses decreased about the 
same amount in November., They increased again in Dee0mber about $30 .. 00. 
The salaries and wages and the administrative and selling expenses were 
the main causes for the seasonal fluctuation at Waukomis. 
Drummond. The Drummond association had two noticeable peaks in its 
seasonal variation of operating 'expenses (Figure 2). Besides the usual 
harvest peak in June, the expenses for October were more accentuated than 
at the other associations.. The pre-harvest months were almost stable from 
January to March. The expenses increased about $40 •. 00 from March to April, 
and about $125.00 from April t-o Hay. 
The expenses during harvest were alniost $1,500.00. After harvest the 
expenses decreased to :$800 .. 00 in August.. From August to October the 
expenses increased to about $1,100.00, and they decreased to approximately 
$000.oo in December.. The rather high peak i.n October occw:'red as a result 
of fall planting and the treating of .seed wheat. 
50 
The total. operating expenses at Drummond were smaller than at any of 
the other cooperatives. Generally., the seasonal pattern at Drummond .did .not· 
nuctuate quite as much as the seasonal patterns at the other associations 
(Figure 2),, This can partly" be a.tt.ributed to the small amount of sideline 
sale.s made by the cooperetive., 
Imo. The seasonal e~penses a.t lmo decreased from about $1.,180,.00 in 
January to $1,140.00 in February (Figure 3 ).. During the pre-harvest sea.son 
the expenses steadily increased except tor the month of May. The expenses 
decreased about $200.,00 in J,I,ay. lm.o was the only cooperative of ·the .fi\re 
showing a decrease .for May. Some expenses were not paid in the month the 
e.xpenses were incurred. This possibly ct>uld have happened in ?i;ay; how-aver, 
thero was a very large repair expense for April. Also, the repairs 
decreased more than ~i200.oo in May. 
The expenses f'or June were about f~2,100.oo, and they decreased to 
about ;1,100.00 in August.. The expenses for the post-harvest months 
steadily increased from $1,100.00 in August to almost $1,300.00 in December 
(Figure 3). The seasonal pattern of exponses for the post-harvest t10nths 
did not fluctuate as much a.s the pre-harvest months. There could have been 
more pre-har,.,est work to be done a.t Imo since the organization handled more 
wheat. At least this assumption could be true for selected years .• 
~- Th~ total operating eY ...penses at Ames and the seasonal peak of 
e:;..-penses in Juria were higher than any of the other four associations 
(Figure 3). The expenses decreased from ove1~ $1/700,.00 in Januaey to about 
$1.,400.00 in April. The most noticeable drop in expenses was thee salaries 
and wages.. P~ssibly this decrease occun .. e.d in the sideline department. 





















Figure 3. Average Seasonal Variation of the Operating Expenses 
for Two Associations., From 1946 Through 1948 
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52 
than any cit the other organizations. There would be less preparation made 
during the pre".'"harvest r.i.onths to handle the wheat crop~ 
The expenses increased from $1_,400_.00 in April to over $2., 900:.00 in 
June. The high total expenses in June were caused by an increase in labor. 
The salaries and wages increased approximately ~~1,200:.00 from May to June., 
lt is assumed that the~e was an extra large a.mount of sideline business 
carried on during the heavy month of wheat marketing. 
The post-harvest months increased from about $1_1500!00 in Au.gust to 
$1,600.00 in November,.. The expenses decreased about ~150.00 in December __ 
(Figure 3).. lt would seem that the expenses £or the months preceding 
harvest were more affected by sideline sales than the post ... harvest months. 
Fixed costs a.:re those costs which remain relatively fixed for a 
production period. Variable costs arc directly related to the volume 
m.i.tput of a business. 'This dr:d'inition not entirely valid unless it 
is ui;ec.i in relation to a specified length of time. Ji'or the analysis of 
this section, it wouJ.d be well to examine a definition of fixed costs. 
HJi'ixed cost.s are those which are stationary for a particular 
production period of time, while variable costs are not for the 
same pei""iod. Fixed costs cannot be considered as being 'just 
fixed I without !'ei'erm1oe to some part:i.cular standard or bench 
mark. They do vary with produetion.114 
Since a period of tiri1e must be used, the practical len&,th of time 
for use in this study would he one year. The fixed costs are those which 
extend beyond one year. /my particular cost would not necessarily be 100 
percent fixed or 100 percent variable for this per:i.od .• 
53 
The ma.nager's salary was considered as 100 percent fixed, while other 
salaries and ,,.rages were considered as being 50 percent fixed and 50 percent 
variable. This was assumed because the manager would always be employed. 
The number of other employees of a cooperative depend upon the sea.son of 
the year and the volume a:nd typa o:f business done by the association. 
The depreciation iiras 100 percent fixed. Insurance and bonds was 
75 percent fixed, and the degree of .fixity of the taxes depended on the 
type of tax. Facility interest -was 100 percent f'i..xed. Operating interest 
was 50 f::€rcent fixed, and com.modity interest expense wa.s 100 percent 
variable. The other expenses were the most. variable of the expense items 
4Actlov1e L. La.rson, 11'1'he F'ixity Gradient: A Tool for Fixed and 
Variable Cost Analysis, 11 Journal of ~ Eco11.omics, Vol.. XXVIII (August 
1946), pp. 826-827. 
because their total wnounts depended more than 50 percent upon the volu.me 
of business. 
Yearly Variations in Fixed and Variable Expenses 
for the Associations 
The variations in expenses .t'rom year to year caused variations in the 
amount of' fixed costs between years. Some expenses increased more than 
others causing the a.inount of fixed costs to fluctuate. These variations 
were lintl.ted since there was a constant increase between the expenses 
over th.o three years of this study. The changes that did occur over the 
three years will be discuosed by associations. 
Bison. The fixed costs increased each year at Bison totaling 
$7,866.03 in 1946, i10,733.7i., in 1947, and $16,207.70 in 1948 (Table 11+). 
The increase was largely due to increased salaries and wage expenses, and 
an increase in the depreciation and insurance and bond expenses. Bison 
started construction on additional storage space which accounted for larger 
physical facility expenses. 
The variable costs at Bison increased from $J,46o .. 04 in 1946 to 
$5.,.630.1+7 in 1947, and .further increased to $8,3.30 .• 6,3 in 1948. The increase 
51,. 
in variable costs was due to a large increase in labor eJ<...'J)enses. The handling 
of more wheat and sidelines nacesaiated the hiring of extra seasonal labor. 
liuukomis. 'lne fixed costs at Waukomis increased more from 1946 to 1947 
than from 1947 to 1948. The increase in 1947 was about ,}2,.000.00 while the 
increase in 1948 was only l~l,400 .. 00 (Table 15). The increa$e in the fixed 
costs was more influenced by the other expenses. 'l'he other expenses were 
more variable, but their degree of fixity affected the total costs. 
The variable costs at Waukomis followed the general pattern of the fixed 
costs except .for 1948... The variable costs in 1948 increased f$205.70 over the · 
lh 
f':Lxcd Total 
·- .,,.._--_..,. _____ . __ =--~~~_Ji!'-c,,...o..,=--------_--=_JJ3£:.fI!J!:t£,.,,..~- -- . 






















100 O 2,400.00 2,400.00 
50 ,o 2,h'/5 .. 00 1,23?.50 
100 O $47.63 84'7.63 

































1, 70? .03 853.51 
165 .. }9 -o-
640.77 298.lC 
II.6.67 2E~.oo 













1911,? . -· ·----Variable 'i'ot.!11 FJ,,;.::od Va,rinble 
DOLLAH.S 
1 ""'l""'''"J ·.,..o 
'F~) I.::> a 1 °, ,,.,,~ - ' ', ... b'$,:..~ 5,563.11 2,563.11 
-0- 3,000.00 3 ,OCX).,00 ...() .. 
1,237. 5,126.22 ~:,56,3.11 2,563.11 
-0- l.,214.0lt 1,214.0h " ,-,1-
115.63 693.69 520.26 173.42 
1.,018.91 3,133.l? 1,9?c;.88 1,154.29 
-0- 1,116.06 1,11().06 -v-
853.52 1,725.65 662.f3:C; e62.·e3 
165.39 291.Lt6 -0- 2';1.l,6 
31+2.59 724.76 .D5 171':l.91 
18.67 156.1+7 93.ee 6"· c.:a "•:J, 
-o- 242.72 2142. 72 -0-
-0,- 88.75 t18 .. 75 -o-
3~?J. 92 11.3.32 -o- 113.32 
-o- 120 .. 50 120.so -0-
-0- 3.00 !' ... ..,, .... 3.00 
237.83 l~48.20 <39.64 358.56 
61.54 140.91 "lr ~~ .;,; . .:...;; 105 .. 6~ 
1;!4.2$ 651.09 195.33 455.76 
88.83 152.52 3s.13 114.39 
65.11 144.73 72.36 72.37 
-o ... -0- -o- -.o-
167.82 934.89 480.91 453.98 
TOTALS --ll~.226.0? 7,866.0J 32460.0t'.i, 16,364.21 10,723 .... 7.4.~ 51620,.47 • " 
Source: ilnnmil Jludit.s o:f the .Association, .from 1946 through 1948. 
Ze,larins cv,d 
'i\anager.' s t;~--1::.ry 
Other Salaries 
Depreciation 



















Selling l!Jrpen sa 
ll+ 
Vo:ri- ~:~:.:_-j_?.Aft . . 't'hre~i Yea!'' :tvc:rams 
I"ixed a'ble 'I'otal Pixed Vt::.:rie1.l1le 1btal l,,ixed V:,u,iable 
.<J''J!!}tCl(NT' !)OlLi\ft~l 
11. ')i.,,.;. ( i. 7 'l5" t. "":.1:2· cl s.,'(.h"' T) !'.I> Q·C/1!: G6 r;; 1;e; ,;, ('"' ? c r16· no;i. .,.., .,~t.Jv,.Oer.+, p..;J '4..J•.J ..) 2 4'.,...,v .... ., ... ,.., ,_;., J,J•;- ,/J·,,.J,,l,...._,.-;.1,_1 """"'~' ~7<..1t 
31 li26.00 .J,!+26.00 -o- 2,9tt2.<)0 ',:.l/Jl,2.00 -Ci-
7 <}6/"\ "4 '} 9'20 <'z"} ~ P'l0 ".!,') f' 1r') (lf.. •} -76 9o "> 5·7/ ('O 1 ae:;,."'v•(). ...,, ;.i r~.:,4 -*'t'i~ .• __,...~~ ; 1 .).;•JU 1L.,, • o ~,,, Ga Jo 
21186.78 2,1H6.71! -0- 1,416.15 l,Ji.16,.15 -0-






3,681.72 2,300.,52 l,381 .. 20 3,160 • .31 1,9'15.51 l,184.SO 
l '1'•'"J/ "'6 119;; t:r. n 1· C'lC: l'1 l '"'·,:' 1· 1 0 ,J.';,0.) . J ',).;:)U "'"I.,·- ·, '.J.,;•..;.a,. . ,1.iu,;:,,,.Aj,..1. - -
50 50 2,201.93 1,103.96 1,103.97 1,aoo.20 w.0 .. 10 940,.10 
0 100 ;177.23 -o- :~.77.:tj 244. 70 -o- 244.70 
7h3.87 4f35.99 257.88 ?03.13 -44J.:B 259.SO 
60 40 112./)6 6?.?8 M;.1;3 10,.37 6J.'.?.2 42.15 
100 0 321.96 32J .• 96 -o- 250 .. 79 250.79 -0-
100 0 96. 25 96. 25 ...o- f:39 .16 (!9 .16 --0-
0 100 212. 70 -o- 212,.70 216.65 -o- 216.65 
100 0 -o- ...()- -o- 40.16 40.16 -0-
0 100 ...Q... -o- ...c).. 1.00 ...Q.... 1.uo 
20 80 452.95 90.,59 J62,.36 399.4$ 79.90 319.5S 
25 75 lB;l.4.3 1~5.86 137.57 135.46 3:3.B"/ 101.59 
30 70 779.'35 233.81 51.5,,54 535.99 160.80 375.19 
25 75 4.40*30 110.os :no .. 22 231.09 ;9.27 l7?.it2 
50 50 199.95 99.97 99.98 158.JO 79.15 79.15 
2.5 75 !H~6.84 146 .. 71 440.13 195.61 /+8.90 146.71 
2,418.8:3 1,967.82 451..01 1,460.76 1,103.1.6 '357.60 
~'i. , ,,..___ .. ~.4,.~f?~J 16220? ... ,70, . a1230.6J 1'! 1lt-09.!i4 ll,602.:i.9.. 5,BD'l.04 




ATITimAt AWD AVE11AGE Ai~mAL FIX:F:D VAJ:HABLE 




Nanager ts Salllr1'J 
Other Salaries and (iages 
Depreciation 












































Total Pixed Variable 'I'otal P'\i2ced 
DOI.LARS 
7,127 .. 36 4,703 .. 68 2 Li'>3 Hr-,~,,_,_ 03 l:,895 .51 ~' ..... • > . I''+~'· ~ .. 
2,2~0.00 2,200 .. 00 -o- 2.,360.00 360.00 
4,847.36 2,l+2J.68 2,1+23.68 5,071.,03 2,5:35 .. 51 
2,1+75.81 2,475 ... 81 -o.;. 2,510.98 2,510.98 
1,.167.68 875.76 291.92 1,555.75 l,166.81 
1,s2;._15 l,309 .. 73 515.1.i,2 2.,1:w.1.,.5 1.,42.li.aG 
992 .. 17 992.17 -o- 922.in 922.a.3 
635.12 317.56 .317.56 1,002.67 501..33 
197.86 -o- 197.86 202 .. 95 -o ... 
555.45 417.SB 137.57 so2.71 690.23 
.135 .. 47 81.28 54.19 142,74 85.64 
280.35 200.35 -o- 549.09 549 .. 09 
36.25 36.25 -o- li-5.00 45.00 
72.'.38 -o .. 72.JS 10.06 ....o-
20.00 20.00 -o- 10.50 10.50 
11.00 -0- 11.00 45.32 -0-
378.76 75.75 303.01 328.45 65 .. 69 
152.70 38.18 llt.i..52 172.02 43.0l 
501.65 150.50 351~15 2,860.23 858.07 
1,009.63 252.41 757.22 863.63 215.91 
348.75 174.37 174,38 332.14 166.07 
· 183.7? 45.94 137.8.3 187~98 47.00 

























'110'1'.a.S 17,155.15 11;507.66 5,647 ~49 .21,089/75 13,427.46. _.7 ,662.22 
Source t Annual Audits of tht) Association, from 1946 through 1948. 
'-" ~ 
TABLE 15 
AJ',JrJUAL A?ID A VE'.P.AGE AIJ!WAL FIXED Arm VARU:SLE EXPEW3ES 
l!vR THE tiAUKO!HS CO-OPE;:L\TIVIt SUPFI,Y COl,J'ANY OF WAUKGlHS, 01'1Af!Ol1A, 
PR01I 1946 TlffiOUGH l 94S 
Salaries a.n,d ilaaes 
Manager's Salary 
Other Salaries and Wages 
Depreciation 











































• 194§ , .. . .. ).'t\rce Ye~ .,tv.;erp,ie . ; • 
Total Fixed Variable Total Fixed Variable 
DOI.UR$ 
9,601.u 6,090.20 3,510.21-· s,053.27 5,22.r;,.97 2.,e23.30 
2,580.00 2,500.00 . -o- 2,406.67 2,406.67 -o-
7,021.41 3,510.10 3,510.11 ;,646.60 2,a2.3.30 2,s23.30 
2,572.5; 2,572-55 -o- 2,519~78 2,519.78 ... o-
l,841.22 1,380.92 460.30 1,521.54 l,lhl.16 380-.38 
2,499~64 1,828.47 671.17 2,15l..08 1,520.79 630.29 
1,323.37 1,323 .. 37 -0• 1,079.46 1,079.h.6 .-0-
1,010.20 505.10 505.10 . 882.66 441.33 44.1.33 
166.01 ...o- 166~07 · 1sa.96 ...o- 1ss.96 
1,011.19 942.76 74~43 791.78 683~63 108.16 
136.08 81.65 54.43 138.10 82.,86 55.24 
790.61 790,61 -o.... 540.02 54Q .. 02 -o ... 
60.oo 60 .• oo --0.. 47 .oa 47 .oa -0 .. 
-o- .;,()... -o- 27. 48 ... o- 27. 48 
10.50 10.50 -o- 13.67 13.67 -0-
20.00 -o- 20~00 25.,44 ... o- 25.44 
;69~21 73.s4 295.37 3.5s.a1 71 .• 76 207.0, 
· 150.21 37,55 112 .• 66 158~31 39.58 118.,73 
1,947.59 5a4.2s 1,363.31 1,769.s2 530.95 1,23e.87 
959.ll 239~78 719.33 944.12 23£?.03 708.09 
262.48 lJl.24 1.31,24 314.46 157 .23 15? .2.3 
326.95 a1~74 245,21 · 232.90 ,e.22 174.6a 
1,179 .. 24 894.98 284.26 1,508.03 l.,075.55 432.47 
22.,726.80. 14,858.Sl 7,867.99 20,323.90, J:.3,264.65 7,059 .. 25 
Source: Annual Audits of the Association, from 1946 through l9MJ. 
Vt 
O} 
1947 Cr<>p :season .. The large increase in variable costs was in 1947. This 
a.mount \I.as $1,014.80 larger than in 1946. The reason for this increase 
59 
wa.s an increase of $1,651.01 in repairs in 1947. Repairs were approY...iroately 
70 pe1·cent variable. 
E!2.• The fixed costs ineraa.aed each year at Imo totaling $9,567.JiD 
in 1946, $11,316.09 in 1947, and ~}12~814 .. 21 in 1948 (Table 16),.. A number 
of factors were- responsible for this increase. The manager's salary, which 
was 100 percent .fixed, was increased each year. The physical facility 
expenses increased, especially insurance and bonds, and interest. Some of 
the other expenses also increased, and although most of them were highly 
variable, :their small portion of fixity had an effect on the total fixed 
costs .• · The increase of about $300.00 in administration and selling 
expenses in 1947 had a.n effect on the fixed eosts .. 
Tho variable costs at Imo increased from $3,916 •. 71 in 1946 to 
$4,275.62 in 194?, and to $5,2ll .. 02 in 1948,. The increase in variable 
expenses was the result of an increase in volume .of business in 1947. The 
1947 crop ivas larger than the 1948 crop. .As a result such expense items 
as repairs;. administrative and selling expense, and the lesser expense 
items increased to take care of the larger inventory of 'Wheat at the end 
ot tho 1947 crop season. The a.mount stored in 1948 'Was larger by about 
40,000 bushels than in 1947. 
Drumm.ond.. The total fixed costs at Dru:mr.iond increased from. $7,191.06 
in 1946 to $7,725.36 in 1947, and to $9,636.47 in 1948 (Table 17). There 
were two reasons that accounted for most of the increase at Drumm.amt. The 
first reason was the increase in manager•s salary and other salaries and 
wages. The other reason for the increase in 1948 was the increase in 
TABLE 16 
ANNUAL !\ND AVERAGE ANNUAL 1''IXED AND VAHIABLE EXPEN::ES 
FOR 'rHE FARMEHS COOPERA'l'IVl4~ ELEVATOR COMPANY OF DiO, OKLAHOMA, 
FROM 1946 THHOUGH 1948 (Continued) 
Vari- 1946 19!J..7 
Fixed able Total Fixed Variable Total Fixed Variable 
l'>EHC.IWT DOLLARS 
Salaries and Hages 5,057. 97 3,803. 98 1,253.99 5,869.00 4, 502.00 1,367.00 
Manager ' s Salary 100 0 2,550.00 2,550. 00 -0- 3,135.00 J,1J5 .00 -0-
Other Salaries and haces 50 50 2, 50·1. 97 1,253. 98 1, 253. 99 2,734.00 1,367.00 1,367.00 
Deprec1ation 100 0 1,764.00 1,764.00 -0- 1,973. 48 l,97J . 4S -0-
Insurance and Bonds 75 25 845 .72 6J4. 29 211. 43 965 . 27 723. 95 241.32 
Interest 2,543.88 1,621. 92 921.96 2,779. 28 1, 859.03 920. 25 
Facility 100 0 824.66 824. 66 -o- 983 . 94 983 .. 94 -0-
Operating 50 50 1,594.52 797. 26 797. 26 1,750.19 875 .09 875. 10 
Commodity 0 100 124.70 -0- 124. 70 45 .15 -0- 45 .15 
Truces 3.36.07 314. 64 21. 43 514. 61 li.&3 . 87 25. 74 
Pay Roll tlJ 40 53. 58 32.15 21. 43 56. 84 .34.10 22.74 
Advalorem 100 0 218.74 218.74 -0- 386.02 386.02 -0-
Corporation License 100 0 63. 75 63.75 -0- 68.75 68. 75 -0-
Sales Tax 0 100 -o- -o- - 0- -o- -0- -0-
Truck License 100 0 -0- -o- -0- -o-- -o- -0-
Other Taxes 0 100 -0- -0- -0- 3.00 -0- 3. 00 
Utilities 20 80 450.80 90.16 360. 64 427. 72 85 . 54 342.18 
Telephone and Telegraph 25 75 128.30 32.08 96. 22 128. 42 32. 11 96.Jl 
Repairs 30 70 525 . 28 157. 58 367. 70 895 . 46 268. 64 626.82 
Supplies 25 75 663. 65 165. 91 497. 74 707. 69 176. 92 530. 77 
Advertising 50 50 215 .58 107. 79 107.79 144.00 72.00 72.00 
Truck Exrense 25 75 -0- -0- -0- -o- -0- -0-
Administrative and 952.86 875 . 05 77 . 81 1,186. 78 1,133. 55 53 . 23 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS lJ 1484.ll 91267. !±Q. 21916. 71 12 .291.z1 111216.09 4,275 . 62 
Source: Annual Audits ot the Association, from 1946 through 1948. g 
TABLE 16 
AIJNUAL ANO AVERAGJ;; ANNUAL FIXED AND VARIAf3LE E!Plm3ES 
FOR Tim FAl-'U'Aims COOPJ,;l{ATIVE ELfflfil.'l'OR 'CO}!lPANI OF :mo) OKLAHOMA., 
FH.011 1946 THROUGH 1948 
Vari-. 124$ ·· · · · · . ··· ·· Three Year Average 
Fixed able Total Fixed Variable Total Fixed Variable 
p:p;1t,CENT DOLLARS 
Salaries and Nages 6,326.50 4,79t.25 1,528.25 5.,751.16 4,.3613.08 1,3s.3.oa 
14anager1s Salary 100 0 .3,270 .• 00 .:,.,270.00 -o- 2,9s5.oo 2,9B5~00 ...Q ... 
Other Salaries and Hailes 50 50 3,056.50 1,528.25 l.,528.25 2,766~16 1,.383.08 1,38).08 
Depreciation 100 0 2,123.23 2.,123.23 ...() .... 1,953.57 1,953.57 -o-
Insurance and Bonds 75 25 1,784.47 1,338.35 446.12 l.,198.49 898~87 299.62 
Interest 3,472.84 2.,268.82 1.,204.02 2,932.00 1.,916.59 1.,015.41 
Facility 100 0 l,096 .. 34 1,096.34 -o- 968.31 96H.3l ,-0 ... 
Operating 50 50 2,344~97 l.,172.48 1,172.49 l,896.;6 948.28 948.28 
Commodity 0 100 31.53 -o- 31~53 67.13 -o- 67.l'.3 
Taxes 493.97 441+.40 49.;7 448.22 415.97 32~25 
Fa.y Roll 6o 40 61.49 36.89 24.(i:) 57.30 34.3a 22~92 
Advalorem 100 0 328.76 328.76 -o- 311.17 311.17 -o-
Corporation License 100 0 78 .. 75 78.75 ...o- 70.42 70.42 -0-
Sales True 0 100 -0- ...o- -o- -o ... -0- ·0-
Truck License 100 0 -o .. -o- -0- -o- -o- -o-
Other Taxes 0 100 24.97 -o.;. 24.97 9.33 -o- 9.33 
Utilities 20 00 482.96 96.59 386.37 453.83 90.77 .36).06 
Telephone and Telegraph 25 75 182.73 45.68 137.05 146.48 36.62 109.$6 
Repairs 30 70 1#165.82 .349~75 g16.07 862.19 258.66 603.,53 
Supplies 25 75 '612.41 l53aO 459 • .31 661.25 165.31 495.94 
Advertising 50 50 104.09 52.04 52·.05 154.56 77.28 77.28 
Truck Expense 25 75 -o- ... o.;. -o- -0- -o- -0-
Administrative and 1,276.21 1,144.00 1.32.21 l,l)t:3 •. 60 1,050.85 87.75 
Selling Expense 
T'0TALS l8s022.23 121Sl4.2l 21211.,02 15 1700.;5 1112,32.52 41467.78 




ANHUAL AJ'ID AVl&RAG:S Ail!SJUAL FlXED l:ufD VAIU.ABVi: EXPENSES 
FOR THE DRill'.1hOND. COOPERiVI'IVE ELEVATOR COMPANY OF mim:i:NOMD; OI{UtHOMA.., 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 194$ (Continued) 
Vari- • , 1946 · ·· · . 1947 
FL~ed able Total Fixed Variable Total Fixed · Variable 
Salaries mid lJagea 
· Manager's Salary 
Other Salaries and Wages 
Depreeiatio:n 




















PJj;gcJ~N'f : DOIJ,AHS 
100 0 
50 . 50 
100 0 
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-o . ..;. 
295.92 
TOTALS . 9,571.57 7,191.06 2,JS0.51 111:l/4,5 .. 26 Lt 725.,36 ~1,519.90 




.unru.u,, AND A'Jll,~.A0£ iJ;mUAL FimD AJID -VARIAi1tn ~FENSES 
FOR TI!r; 0:tWMl{OlID OOOP!HATIVE ELl~VATOll COMVAttt OP ORU!fll:OIU>, OK1,AH.;l·1A, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 194$ _ _ -
Vari.-· =-- -- 194,S. _ , _ i , .. 1):.u-ee Year Avei•m 
Fixed able total Fixed- Variable Total - ·,1..~ed Variable 
J::E!!CE!l --- DQ~ 
·- f . - ·. J .: . . t d l i I . jg F . ( . ~ --· l - r· 6 . . .\ , -~e; . - 1 . f !ii . :,ti! . b ·. I 7 :· 5 Salaries and Wa,aes S/173.Z'/ 1+,:Z:36, 3 l 1 S3 .64 41 640.57 'J,607,,7s 1,232. 9 
Ma.na.oer•s Salary 100 o 2/100.00 2,_700.00 ...o .... · 213'1S .. t?Q 2,:;1;.00 . --o-· 
Oth•r Salaries and '~~gos 50 SO 31073.27 1,536.4) 115.36.64 2,465.57 l,-232.'18 l,-2:32,7, 
t)eprecio.tion 100 0 1,304.70 1.304 .• '70 -o... 1,os4.1e 1,084.18 ...o ... 
Insurance a,nd Bonda 75 -25 -537,.04 402.78 134.26 405.,!2 .304.36 101.46 
Interest .: 341 22f;.6o 21 )09.21 91,9.39 2, 749.;$9 1;1908.13 841.26 
Facility 100 : O 115.33.36 1;5313.36 ... o- 1,209_.32 1,209.32 .o ... 
~rating ;o , so li5!Sl.70 77;.s; ni.ss l.1397.63 695.SJ. 698.$2 
Commodity o loo 143.54 '...Q... 14,.54 142.44 --o- 142.44 
Taxes . 64().02 606.99 33.03 S6l.2B 526.97 34.)l 
Pq aou _- 60 : 40 - 7;,oa ,~;.05 30.03 52.j4 11.40 20. 9li 
Advalorem 100 - O 476.,94 li76. 94 ...o- 41.B. ?3 lil.8.113 ...0. 
Corporation tieenae 100 0 ll5.00 S!S.00 ...o... 76.Wi 76.84 -0-.. 
Sales Tax O 100 -o... ...o... -o- 2.84 -0... 2.84 
Truck L5,.(UlrlS$ J.oo O -0• ...Q... ...Q... ...0- -0- -0- -
Other Taxea O 100 .3.00 ...0- 3,00 10.,5) -a... 10~53 
tlt:tlitias- - 20 80 48A.li2 96.M .3S7.54 -400,95 00.19 320.76 
Telephone and 1.'elograph 25 '15 124.23 31.'06 93.17 86 .. 50 21.62 64.ESS 
ltepaira 30 70 .342.1; 102.64 239.51 277.,84 83,.J5 l94.4j 
SuppliE,s 25 75 252.30 6li,. 57 193. 73 25? .30 64..'.32 192,98 
Advertising 50 ;o 122.68 6l.J4 61.34 lll.67 5!t.83 ;;.14 
Truck ~enso 2; 75 ...0-. ...0- ...o- 11.74 2,93 8.,81 
Admin1$ti'ative and 543.:u,.. 419.67 121.57 604-59 444.61 159.98 
Selling I~enoe 
TO-tALS ,. - • - " •. "-_ j • lJ,:i2a,4,5 2,~4:el~7 l,722elS U,l2l,SJ I 8..1J:8Ju2? .J,~07s20. . 
Souroei Atmua.l Audits of too Assoc;tation, from 1946 through 194$. 
~ 
physical facilities which was due to the construction o.f a cleaner building 
amounting to more than $8,000.00. 
The variable costs increased. rnore in 1947 than in 1948. The total 
amounts of variable costs were $2,.300.51 in 1946, $.3,,519.90 in 1947, and 
$3,722.18 in 1948. The reason for the larger increase in 1947 was due to a. 
larger wheat crop, and the variable costs nuctuated more with the volu.11\e of 
business than did the fixed costs. 
,&nes. The :fixed costs increased at Ames more than at any of the four 
other associations. They were $8.,250.05 in 1946., $14.,912.90 in 1947, and 
i16.,h99.00 in 194S (Table 18). '!'he. increase resulted .in the acquisition o.f 
a gasoline station in ¥.arch or 1947 • Building and all equipment necessary 
to operate a gasoli11e station were purchased.. This increased the deprecia-
tion about $1,000.00 in 1947. other salaries and wages whieh were 50 
percent fixed. increased over $J,OOO.OO in 1947. This was due to the extra 
help needed to operate the service station. Insurance and bonds increased 
over 1}900.00, and taJCes increased almost $600.00 for the same period. 
The physical facility expenses were more affected by sidelines than 
wheat because this cooperative is located in the poorest wheat producing 
area of any of tho five cooperatives in the cluster. It v.rould be natural 
that Ames vrould stress sideliue sales since the f.a.rmi11g in the area. is more 
diversified. 
The variable costs at Ames inor,eased from ~.2,6,38.27 in 1946 to $8,247.67 
in 1947, and to $9,147..72 in 1948. This increase was the result of a general 
increase in sideline business, and especially the addition of the service 
station. 
Salaries and Wages 
Ha.nagcr·1s Sala.r;r 
'.l:'ABLE 18 
ANUUAl, AlJD AVERAGR AN:NUAL FIXJLD AND YARL\BLE EXPl!~NSE!:.1 
FOR THE FArrtrrrms ELEl!AtOR com?ANY OF P.MI;s, OKLAHOr-t4., 
F1ROM l9M> 'l'.H!iOUGH 1948 (Continued) 
·- Vari- -··- _J94,t_- ,w ---- J.2..,.4',.,_l __ ~-......---
Fixed able 11\rt:.a.l Fixed Variable l'ot.al Fixed lfari,tble 
PERC}~NT DOLLAUS 
4,801.40 3,465.70 -- ~- - . l,335,70 ll,;589.03 6,994.54 4,594 .• 54. 
100 0 2,130.00 2,130.00 ...o ... 2,400.00 2,1+00.00 -o-
Other Salaries and. Wages 50 50 2,671.40 1,335.70 l,J35.70 9,189.08 4.,591~.51+ 4,594.54 
Depreciation 100 0 1.,687.22 1,687.22 -0- 2,627.60 2,627.60 -o-
Insurance and Bonds 75 25 · 515.13 386.35 128.78 l.,l:,J.76 $50.32 2H3.44 
Interest 2,03e.44 1,5e9.34 449.10 3,181.20 2,285.74 895.46 
Fa.eility 100 0 1,274.55 1,274.55 --o~ 1,563.14 1,563.14 ...o-
Operating 50 50 . 629.59 314.79 .314.00 1,1+45.20 722.60 722.60 
Commodity 0 100 131+ .. 30 ·-0- 134~30 172.86 ... o- 172.86 
Taxes 496.24 478.86 17/3$ 935.34. 861.70 73.64 
Pay Roll 60 40 43.44 26.06 17 • .3S 121.60 72.96 48'.61+ 
Advalorem 100 0 421.55 421.55 .,..o- 701.09 701.09 ...o-
Corporation License 100 0 31.25 31.25 •• Q .... 66.75 66 7r.;, ., • ,;,,,1 ~o--·, 
Sales Tax 0 100 --o- --0- -o ... 25 .. 00 ...o- 25.00 
Truck License 100 0 --0 .... -0- -(';- 20.90 20.90 ..;.{)--
Other Taxes 0 lOO -o~ ... Q ... ...().,.. -o- -0- -o-
Utilities 20 00 301+.58 60.92 21+3.66 624.06 124 .• 81 499 .. 25 
Telephone and Telegraph 25 75 l09.S4 27.46 82.3$ 18:J.76 45.94 13'7 .. 82 
Repairs JO 70 182 .. 17 54.65 127.52 605.89 181.77 ,~,2k.l2 
Supplies 25 75 15ti •• 20 .3s.,55 115.65 34..3.43 ~r. ~'-'6 "]•o. 2Sl.57 
Advert.ising 50 50 50.'77 25.38 25,.39 1L~2.4/+ 71,22 71.22 
'fruek Expense 25 75 ...Q ... ...() .. -o- 831.62 207 .. 91 623~71 
Administrative and. 548 .. J.'.3 43l;' 6"' ) • fu 112 .. 71 962.39 575.49 ,386.90 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS ... 1o~sae.~.2 fli25Q!.q; . 2a63S.27. f?3,l60 •. 5.Z, J.4,9l2.2Q.. $,21f1: ...... 6..... 7_ 




.A.lllHlJAL AlJD A:VER1\C':£ ANI\JUAL FIXED AND '?AftIABIJ~ EXPEI:JSES 
FOR ·rm~ FARMERS ELEVATOR COMPANY OF ANES, OKLMIDHA, 
FHOM 1946 THROUGH 194.8 
Vari- _ 19/4.;;l ~- Three.J.~)h'i;mage 
l"'ixed able Total Fixed \1'ariable '1.'ota.l J.,"ixed Variable 
FERC}.;Nl' DOLLARS 
Salaries and Wages 12,710.39 7, b7l't. 69 5 ,Ol,2. 70 = 9 ,-1-00 ____ .--_ ~-,9------6-, o--,-~2-... -6 ..... lt-, --3-, 6 ...5-7-.""6,_5 __ 
llanago:r 1s Salary 100 0 2.,625.00 2,625.00 -0- 2,3t35.00 2,385.00 
other Salaries and 1Jages 50 50 10:,085 .. 39 5,042.69 5_,042,.70 7,315.29 3,657.64 
Depreciatfon 100 0 2,955.86 2,955.86 -0- 2,423.56 ~:,h23.56 
lnsurance and Bondo 75 25 l,800,.JJ 1,350.25 450.08 1,149.74 862.31 
J:nterest 31124.98 2_,271.86 f553.l2 2,781.54 2,048.98 
Facility 100 0 11 577.41 1,577 .. 41 ~,-0... 1,471.70 l,l}71. 70 
Operating 50 .50 1,38$,.91 694.lcJ.5 691:.46 l,15A.57 577.28 
Commodity O 100 l5tl.66 -0·~ 153.66 155.27 -o-
Taxes 1-,301..35 1,077.72 223.63 910.9$ 806.09 
Pay Roll 60 4D 121~.20 74.52 49.6$ 96.42 57.85 
Advalorem 100 0 868.95 868,.95 ,-0... 663.86 663..86 
Corporation License 100 0 8Jh 75 83. 75 ·-0- 6o,.58 60.5s 
Sales 'l'ax O 100 170.95 ...o... 170.95 65/32 
Truck License 100 0 50.50 50.50 -0- 23.SO 
Other Ta:ces O 100 3 .OO ...0- J.00 l .• 00 
Utilities 20 80 619.50 123.90 495.60 516.05 
Telephone and Telt;1graph 25 75 197~68 49.42 lM~.26 163.76 
llepairs 30 70 1,176.91 353 .. 07 1123-.84 651;,.99 
Supplies 25 75 623.59 155.90 467.69 373.74 
Advertising 50 50 115. 6? 57. 83 57. $1~ 102 • 96 
Truck EJi:pense 25 75 34!7.02 86.76 260.26 392.88 

































TOTALS _B;Ji846.72 ~6t699.00 = 9114? •. 72. .. .J:.2..,_~~.5 .... ?0_ ~3,~1?7. •. 3£) __ 6~~'7.7.,J!J_ 
Source; Annual Audits of the Association, from. 1946 through 1948. 
u'-o, 
Variations of FL"'Ced and Variable Expenses 
Between Associations 
A comparison between the different associations shows the relation-
ship bet-ween the types of businesses operated by the cooperatives., The 
larger wheat organizaUons usual.ly had more fixed costs invested, while 
the larger sideline cooperatives had more variable costs, 
Con1Pa.rj_.son of Salaries and ~fage Expenses., More labor was required 
for sidelines than for wheat business. The surplus labor in turn increased 
both fixed and varia.ble costs.. As the manager's salary did not vary 
materially between assoc:i.ations, and the remainder of the labor was 50 
percent fixed, the larger labor cost decreased the percentage of the total 
labor cost that ;,Jas fixed. 
The three year average fixed labor costs were $5,518.98 at Bison,, 
t}5,229.97 at Wa:ukomis, i.4,368.08 at Imo, f'JJ,607.78 at Drummond, and 
~6,042.6/,1:. at Arnes (Tables 14., 15, 16, 17, and 18). Since Ames and lfaukomis 
wero the largest sideline associations, it would be expected that their labor 
costs 1,rouJ.d be higher. The only reason tbat this is not true is because 
Bison paid its manager the largest salary of any of the cooperatives studied. 
The variable labor at liaukomis was about ?~300.,.00 higher than at Bison,. 
QomEarison of Phzsical Facility Expenses •. Wheat requires more physical 
facilities than sidelines. The expenses related to these physical assets 
are the most highly fixed group of expenses. The deprec.iation expense was 
100 percent fixed. The highest depreciation expense wc.s $2,519.78 at 
'kfaukomis, followed by $2,l.;2.3 .. 56 a.t Alnes, $1,953 .. 57 n.t lrno, f;tl,416.15 at 
Bison, and tJ1,os4.18 at Drummond (Tables 14, 15,. 16, 17, and 18).. The 
reasons :for the two largest sideline selling cooperatives having higher 
depreciation expenses were because V.iaukomis had an addition in elevator 
structure aroounting to about iPl0:,000.00 in 191}8• The A.mes association 
constructed a service station and acquired the necessary equipment to 
operate it in 194?. 
The insurance and bonds were 75 percent fixed. The fixed amount of 
this expense was (p683.47 at Bison, 1}1,141.16 at Wa:uko:mis, $898.8'7 at Imo, 
~304.36 at Drummond, and ~862.31 at 1,\mes. The fixed tax expense ranged 
from ~~415.97 to $806.09 at the five aaoociations. The largest taxes ,-rere 
paid by Ames which sold more sidelines than the other associations, 'l'he 
smallest amount was paid by Imo which sold more wheat than a.ny of the 
asso,ciations. Adva.larem taxes accounted for the greater amount of taxes 
paid out by the cooperatives. 
Comparison of Galculated Interest Expense. The coo:i;eratives having 
the highest investment also had higher fixed interest expenses because the 
facility expense was 100 percent fixed., and the facilities accounted for 
:more of the total interest expense than did the operating and commodity 
capital (Tables 14., 1.5, 16, 17, and. 18). The facility capital was 
calculated at tour percent, comm.odity capital at 2.25 percent, and 
operating capital at three percent. Ames had the largest f'ixed i..11vestment, 
while Bison had the largest total investw.ent of all assets of the five 
associations. A large share of the investments at funes was for sidelines. 
Comparison of Other E.xpenses. The total of the other expenses was 
;'~3,122. 70 at Bison, ~5,286.45 at Waukomis, *t.3,416. 91 at Imo, $1,750.59 at 
Drummond, and $2,999.09 at Am.e.s (Tables 14, 15, 16, 17, end 18). The othe~ 
expenses were the most variable of any of the expense it ems. The nature of 
other expenses caused them to vary wi. th the volume of business. 
The total other £i:.i1:ed expenses were ~1.,565.06 at Bison, followed by 
~2,169.32 at Waukomis,. $1,679.49 at Imo, $752.g5 at Drurrunond, and $1,103.72 
at Ames. Waukomis had more than ~)3,000.00 ot th.e other expenses a.s 
variable. About half of the other expenses at Bison were variable, as well 
as at lino. More than half' of the other expenses at Drummond and Ames were 
variable. 
The administrativ-e and selling expense had the greatest e.f'feet in 
causing the differences between associations as to the fixity of this group 
of expenses. This gz:oup ·Of expenses included donations., travel, directorst< 
fees, bad debts, auditing and legal fees. An increase in merchandise 
sales caused this expense group to var7 considerably. 
Comparison or Total Expenses. Of the total expenses, 66.6 percent 
wa.s fixed at Bison, 65.3 percent at Waukomis., 71.5 percent at Imo, 71.8 
percent at Drummond., and 66.6 percent ot tho expenses were fixed at Ames 
(Tables 14, 15., 16,. 17, and. 18),. The as.soeiations that handled and sold the 
most 't.rheat had the largest percentage of fixed costs. This was to be 
expected since it reqll;ired more facilities to operate the 1.-mea.t department. 
If the f:L~ inve.stments of the cooperatives had remained the mmu::" 021 iz:-· 
· crease in the vol ma of· business would rot :materially a.ff'oot the :rued . 
coats.,. 'l'he fixed costs would be inf'.luenced slightly by -the variability of 
expenses. 
Ali A:M.LYSIS OF THB fTI.OPOSED J!JJL'fIFLE UIJIT ASSOCIATION 
Each preceding section has been an analysis .of the cost structures 
.of' five sint;le unit grain associations. This portLm of the study dea.13 
l'.1.th the assumod forr:v.:1.tion of a m:utiple unit association. The ri.lultiple 
unit is to b0 formed on the basis of the cost data of the five single 
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units, and the cost conditions w-111 be for tho same period of' time, 19L1-6-
19i:.-8'. Tht~ cost of operating the five single unit cooperatives will be 
conpared with what the costs would be under OW'J raultiple unit organization. 
Hore efficient business operations usu.ally result when one or more units are 
integrated ... 
7o arrive at the degret.: of efficiency for the :multiple unit grnin 
arrnociation, certain assUIJlptions wiLl have to be made. 'I".nose assu..11ptions 
are necessar~r because the business unit does not exist. In organizing the 
rrmltirlo unit grain association., it is necessary to assume that the volunc 
of business of the fivo local cooperatives does not change. The physical 
facilities o.re aGsumed as rel:1.c-'lining the sane since the volume of business 
is unchanged. However, over a long period of operation, additional 
services and. facilities would be provided to the farmer members. This 
would result fron the ner:ibers having access to four other st.::.i.tiono from 
which t.hey could do business. An exaro.ple oi' this could be shown by the 
Haul{oms rnenbers buying gas and oil from Dison. Tho Bison cooperative 
operates a c;asolino station while Hau.komis does not. The combining o! 
sideline soi·v:ices would eventua.lly lead to an increase in the volume of 
sideline business. 
'.i'he site f'or the adrni.nit;trative headquarters of th~ multiple un:lt ,muld 
be ut Drunmond.. The mportant factor in selecting Drux::rr1ond as the 
liowuvf~r, this 1«>uld be a trmta,eement proble111 whidl could oo solve(! i'tl a . . 
!acilitie$.,. D~ond has the ueea.ssar.ir :apa.ee.,. ec.ml the com.renienee v! its 
loc,a;t:lnn t,'Olt.ld requ.ire le:nfJ :,1auagor-.tnl .tJ'Uperrl.sion.. 
'l'h.e nvo1"age o-perat:ing expenses tor 1946-1948 wure total~ :for the 
'll 
five ;;.ssociat:fons by each individual. cx;pe1use item. '£he ope,rat.ir..g expeit:.u3s. 
toi.. th€< :tJultiple W,."ain asmmiation were pra:joot-ed frc>ItJ the a;verages of the 
five .uinfle units (Table 19).. Some o:t the mq,.'OltmttJ r~ the same aince 
only the or.:;anhational structure wa.a changed .a.rd. not t. he physieal 
structure. The expenae.s 1:-olating t;o t.he- physical structure ttm:t. did not 
chango ,;ere d,)pr-eci,1tion., ir.Burance aud bonds, and ealoulated. 1.nt.erest 
expense. Since Lho pbysiool assets -were to remain the sar~., along with 
Ut.il5.tie:f, repai.1 .. s., and truck exPense are mo1"0 viu"iablo,. but in 
pr-op:.rning tbe :multiple association tl1eso expenses remained unchatlged because 
tisins~ and administr~1tive and selling mq.,ense are the expe11s.es that varied 
under the wm' organization. These ex.pense,ti will be disou..ssod with support-
.ing evidence tor their decrease. 
!'ABLE 19 
AVERAGE Alllli'UAt OPmMTING BXPENSES FOR THE Fl1IB SINGLE UNIT ASSOCIATION$ 
A.ND Tlii PllOPOSED MULTIPU!i UNIT ASSOCIATION 
F'fiOH 1946 TWIDUGH 1948 
Five· · .Erwsed · Reduction 
Single Uni~ ~tiple, Un;it · 2£. Percentage 
Associat;pns Association Exwnse · fieductionl 
(D0ll4rs) : (Dollars) . (D?l).~rs) ., (;Percept) 
Salaries and Wa.gea 36,441.25 33,600.oo 2,$41 • .2.5 7.80 
Depreciation 9,397~24 9,397.24 -0 ... 
Insurance and Bonda S,1s6.aa ;,1a6.es ..Q... 
'faxes 3,415.)9 3,298.75 116 .. 64 3.42 
Interest l),771.t-.32 13,774/32 ...o-
Utilities 2.,129.12 2,l.29.12 _-0-· 
Telephone and Telegraph 690.51 610.41 so .. 10 u. (:l') 
Repairs 4,100.s.3 4,100.83 -o..;. 
Supplies 2,473~50 2,102.48 371.02 l.5.00 
Advertising 841~95 715.66 126.29 15.00 
Truck Expense g.33.14 $;33.14 -o-
Administrative and 
Selling Expense 5,506.69 4,648.20 858.49 15.59 
TOTALS 8/t,790.82 80,397 .• 03 4.393.79 ,.1s 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 1948. 
*The reduction as a percentage of the expense o! the single unit associations. 
...., 
I\) 
Sa.lo.ries and Wages. The salaries and wages decreased more in total 
amounts than any of the other expense items. The decrease was from 
;JiJ6»441.2.5 to ~l33,6oo.OO (Table 19). The multiple unit W'Ould require 
one manager and one bookkeeper. It is propos·ed to pay each of these 
employees more than they would now receive at any one of the five single 
unit cooperatives.. A permanent station manager would be employed at 
each of the stations·, plus two additional permanent employees at Ames 
and Bison to operate the service stations. One additional employee 
would be retained at Waukomis to operate the locker plant. The salary 
and wage schedule for the multiple unit association would be as follo\srs: 
$9.,000 .. 00 at Drummond, $2.,400.,00 at Imo, $6.,400.00 at Bison, $6,l+OO.OO 
at Amos, and ,~4.,400.00 a.t Waukomis. For extra harvest labor, $1.,000.00 
would be added for salaries arrd wages at each station, which would total 
;)5,000.00. This breakdown ot: labor makes a. saving of $2,81~ .. 25 for 
salaries and wages •. 
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'faxes.. The saving in labor costs would result in less payroll taxes 
being paid.. The saving would ru;iount to $116.64 or J.4 percent of the total 
tax.es paid ('rable 19). The remaining taxes would remain the same under the 
multiple organization. Since the physical facilities and equipment of the 
new organization would remain the same, there would be no appreciable 
change in advalorem taxes and truck license tax. With the volume of 
business rer.iaining unchanged and the capital structure of the association 
identical, there would be no significant increase or decrease in the sales 
tax or corporation license tax. 
'[plephone and Telegraph. Operations um.er the multiple unit would 
decrease the telephone and telegraph expense ~S0.10 or a ll.6 percent 
reduction from the expenses as incurred by the five single unit cooperatives. 
In arriving at the dee reuse in telephone and telegraph exptmse, it v1as 
estimated that the expense would decrease a.pproxi:ma·~ely $20.00 per year 
at each of th,a four. subsidiary stations. Therefore, 11.6 percent of the 
original corsts for telephone and telegraph for tht3 five units Has 
calcula"i:.ed, and this figure was used as the decrea,se ('fable 19). This 
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Houl.d allow about :~200.,00 per year for the headquarters statJ.on and a.bout 
:1:ioo.00 per year for the other four stations. l~ven though the adminis-
trative headquarters would handle all the calls to Enid, the single units 
would in turn have to call the multiple unit at least once daily, especially 
in harvest season. This would allow about is.co or f}9.00 per month for 
each of the four stations. Considering telegraphic expense, this is 
reasonable because usually telephone services are about i5 .OO per month 
regard.less of long distance calls. 
Supplies. The supplies were reduced 15.0 percent or $371.02 ·when 
brought 1mder control by the multiple unit ('!'able 19). The supplies 
accounted for about J.O percent of the tot.al expenses in both the single 
and multiple unit operations. 'l'here would be a saving in office supplies 
since one bookkeeper would handle the :major books or forms. Office supplies 
at the four local points would consist o.f report forms instead of a major 
set of books. 'rhe major savings would result .from. one person controlli.ng 
all the supplies where heretofore five persons hc:;,ve been charged with the 
responsibility. 
Advertising. The advertising expense was reduced 15 .o percent or a 
saving of 8;126 .. 29 (Table 19). The saving in advertising expense vrould come 
from a. more intensified advertising campaign from the multiple headquarters, 
and this would cut the expense of advertising locally by the four stations. 
Adminis~rative and Selling Mxponse. With the formation 0£ a 
multiple unit from the five single W'lit cooperatives, the greatest reduc-
tion in the other expense items would come from the administrative and 
selling expense (Table 19). This reduction will primarily come .from six 
expense items within the administrative and selling expense. These six 
items are c;l.Udit and legal expense, travel and meeting expense, directors' 
tees, donations., educational expense.,. and dues and subscriptions. 
The Board of Directors would consist of five men as compared to 25 
under the five single unit cooperatives. The saving would be $2;0.00. The 
educational and meeting expense would be :reduced about i50.oo, and the legal 
and auditing e..xpense would be reduced from 3750.00 to :r.350.00, or a saving 
·. of $4()0.00. Dues and aubseriptions would be reduced approxilmtely $100.00, 
and a.bout ;;50.00 would be saved by having approval made on all donations 
at the main headquarters. 
The savings of the six items would amount to a.bout $850.00. Adjusting 
to a percentage basis, 15.6 percent of the administrative and selling costs 
would be reduced or a reduction from is,So6.69 to 34,648.20 (Table 19). 
Total Operating 1@9?enses. The operating expenses unler the multiple 
unit were estimated a.t $80,397.03 (Table 19). This was a decrease .from 
$84,790.82 when comparing the five single unit cooperatives. '.fue reduction 
in total expenses was $4,393.79 or a 5.2 percent decrease in total expenses 
when operated under one headquarters. 
The expenses that have been set for the multiple unit grain association 
are only indications. The indications have been derived from the existing 
costs of the five single unit grain associations. The estimates of expenses 
could only be a.ccuratel.y checked if the multiple unit went into operation. 
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Comparison of the Department.al Expenses 
The basis for allocating the expenses to the ti'hea.t and sideline 
departnent.s was the sam.e for the multiple unit a.s was used for the five 
single unit cooperatives.. The departmental allocation of expenses would 
change tor the multiple orga.niz.a~tion with changes in facilities., serviees, 
and volume of business • 
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• ~heat 11xpenses and Urtit Costs. 'l'he £orr.1ation or the .multipl:e unit would 
reduce the wheat expenses by ttore than i.3,000.00· (Table 20).. The total whffll.t 
sal11,ries and wages tor the .five single unit associations were $25.,909 • .36, and 
· the projected amount tor the salaries and 1:,ia.ges pa.id to wheat under the 
multiple unit was $2).,889.60. This would reduce this expense item. ~21019.76 
for the largest decrease of any of the expenses. 
The physical facility a.'tpensea and interest ex;,::ense account for a. 
larJ~er pm-t.ion being allocated to wheat. These expenses eoldd not be 
reduced since the sat1e physical assets were asm.uned.- The other expenses 
tor wheat decreased under the multiple operation by $899.57. The largest 
decrease was about $.550.00 for the administrative and selling expense. 
Supplies decreased about $300.00. The ren1aining decreases in other expenses 
were rather ama.ll ( Table 20} • 
Storc.ige .space could be utili;;ed l'i'..10re economically under the multiple 
unit operation. '.l'his situation would e.ust, because wheat could be shifted 
trom station to station, a.ncl the produce.rs would ha.ve :more of a ehoiee in 
delivery. ·n1e handling costs per bushel of wheat would be 3.49 cents for 
the five single units as compared to J.Jl cents tor the multiple association. 
The cost· per dollnr ot whertt sold would be 2.01 cents for the £1ve single 
units as compared to l.91 cents for the multiple association. Tb.is reduetion 
TABLE 20 
OPERATING EXPENSES OF THE WHEAT AND SIDELIUE DEPARTtiENTS FOR THE 
FI1m; SINGLE UNIT ASSOCV..TIONS AND THE PROPOSED MULTIPLE UNI'f ASSOCIATION, 
FROM 1946 '.t'HROUGH 1948 (Continued} 
-- F!VE SllJGLE UNIT ASSOCIATIONS 
Total Wheat Percentage of Sideline Percentage of 
Expense Expense Expense Expense Expense 
{Dollars} _ (Dollars) ~Percent) (Dollars) -~.x:cent) 
Salaries ai1d Wages 36,441.25 25,909.36 71.lO 10;5~31.89 28,.90 
Depreciation 9-/397.24 6,.697.J9 71.27 2,699.85 28.73 
Insurance and Bonds ;;106.88 3,868~711, 74.59 l.,318.14 25.41 
Taxes 3,415.39 2,.355.59 68.97 1,._059.so 31.03 
Interest 13,774.32 10;171.81 73.85 3,602.51 26.15 
Utilities 2;129.12 1,772.91 83.27 .356.21 16.73 
Telephone and Telegraph . 690.51 585.90 84.85 104.61 15.15 
Repairs 4,100.83 2,925.75 71.35 1,175.oa 28.65 
supplies 2.473.50 1,980.20 00.06 49.3.30 19 .. 94 
Advertising B4l.95 671~90 79.00 170.05 20.20 
Truck Expense 8.33.14 -0- ...o- 633.lJ+ 100.00 
Administrative and 5,506.69 3,426.14 62.22 2,000.55 3?.78 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS 84,790.82 60,365.71 71.19 24.,425.U 28.81 




OPERA.TI.NG EXPEEiiSES OF THE WHEAT Alfil SIDELINE DEPARTl'{ENTS FOR THE 
FIVJJ! 3DTGL1~ UNIT ASSOC!A.TIONS AND THE PROPOSED MULTIPLE UNIT ASSOCIATION; 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 
PROPOSED ?,nJLTIPLE UNIT ASSQ(;IA.TION* 
Total Wheat · Percentage of Sideline fercenta.ge of 
Expense Expense Expense Expense Expense 
~ (~ollars) -··, (Dollars) (Percen~L. (D,2..l,;J.ars) Q:ercent) 
Salaries and Wages 33,600.00 23,889.60 71.lO 9,710.40 28.90 
Depreciation 9,397.21,. 6,697.41 71.27 2,699.s.3 28.73 
Insurance and Bonds 5,186.88 3,868.89 74,.59 1,317.99 2;.u 
TP..xes 3,298.75 2,27.5.15 68 .. 97 i,023.60 31.03 
Interest lJ,774.32 10,,17.2.34 7.3.S5 3,601.98 26.15 
Utilities 2.,129.12 1,772.92 83.27 :356 .. 20 16 .. 73 
Telephone and Telegraph 610.41 517.93 84.85 92.48 15.15 
Repairs 4,100.83 2,925.94 71.35 1,174.89 28.65 
Supplies 2,102.48 l.,6SJ.25 80,06 419 .. 23 19 .. 94 
Advortising 715.66 571.lO 79.00 144.56 20.20 
l'.rttol: E.ixpense 833.14 -o- ..o- 833.14 100~00 
Administrative and 4,648.20 2,892.ll 62.22 l, 756 ... 09 37.78 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS 00,397.03 57,266.64 71.23 2.3;130.39 28 .. 77 
* Some of the expense items did not change., ho1rJever the slight variations are due to a change in the 
_ rounding procedure. . . 
Source: Annual Audits of the Associations, from 1946 through 194$-. 
-..;j 
~ 
in handling costs would indirectly reduce some of the other minor wheat 
expenses., 
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Sideline. §?menses and Unit Costs. The sideline expenses ef the multiple 
unit are ;j2J,l.30.J9 (Tcible 20)... This is a reduction of 5.J percent or 
$1,294.72 from the sideline expenses of the single unit cooperatives. The 
largest reduction is in salaries and wages. This reduction is about $Soo.oo. 
The physical .facility expenses and interest expense did not change as the 
volume of business was the same,. The remaining expenses wh:ich had the 
largest share ~located to sidelines a.re included in th0 group designated 
as other expenses,. The other expenses for sidelines i:ere $436.3.3 less for 
the multiple unit than for the five single unit cooperatives. 
The unit costs per dollar of sideline sales were 10.20 cents for the 
five single unit cooperatives. This amount decreased to 9.66 cents per 
dollar of sideline sales for the multiple organization. The volume of 
business was the same, but the decrease in expenses accounted .for the 
~educed selling cost. 
A greater savings could possibly be made in the sideline department 
from a multiple unit headquarters than could be made in the wheat depart-
ment. Sometimes a single unit cooperative will let minor costs get too 
large. A multiple headquarters would have a better cha.nee to control 
these costs because the proper tine could be given to the sideline business. 
If necessary, one man could be assigned to double check all the sideline 
operations. 
Comparison of the Seasonal Expenses 
The seasonal expenses of the five single unit associations and the 
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Figure 4. Average Seasonal Variation for the Five Single Unit 
Associations and the Proposed Mu1tiple Unit Association, 
From 1946 Through 1948 
LEGEND 
---· Five Single Unit Associations 
- - - - Multiple Unit Association 
,__ -..... _____ ....... , ...... __ _ ~---------~ 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. :May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Source: Tables 27 and 28. 
Sl 
The expenses occurring each m1:mth for the multiple unit were proportionately 
lower than the monthly expenses for the .five single unit cooperatives. 
Opera.ting as a multiple unit cooperative would tend to lessen the large· 
peaks which appear in each separate unit•s seasonal pattern. This would be 
true because every unit under the multiple would indirectly affect the 
other unit. 'l'he individual seasonal patterns of the cooperatives va:ry 
considerably more than the total monthly expenses or the five cooperatives. 
The combining of' the five single units into a multiple unit causes the 
monthly expenses to vary less before and atter harvest. The sideline 
expenses do not have as much effect on the seasonal pattern as when the 
cooperatives are operating individually. 
Both the multiple unit and the total of the five single units• 
monthly expenses increased slightly from February to Ma.y. The increase 
was about $500.00 for the multiple unit a.nd about $600.00 for the single 
1.mits {li'igure 4}. The monthly expenses increased about $4,000.00 in June. 
'rhis of course was due ·to harvest labor and other variable expenses. In 
considering the seasonal pattern, it is well to keep in mind that the mul-
tiple unit 1 s monthly expenses are proportionately lower £or ea.ch month. 
After harvest the expenses decreased for the single units from $7,000.00 
in July to about $6,700.00 in September. They increased to about $6,900.00 
in October, and then declined to $6,400.00 in December. The multiple unit 
decreased from $6,700.00 in July to $6,400.00 in September. The expenses 
increased to i6.,500 .• 00 in October, and then declined to $6,100 .• 00 in 
December. The increase in October was due to fall planting and treating 
.of seed 1.\/heat .• 
Sidelines have a greater influence on. the seasonal pattern than wheat, 
except i.'01' th(:;) harvest nonth of June. 'l'he combining of the five single 
uni·t cooperatives into the r:ultiple unit operation has a tendency to lessen 
the seasonal peaks. Uhen the departments of more than one cooperative 
are integ:cated, each department's :functions affect one another. This 
factor tends to lessen peult expenses. 
Comparison of the Fixed and Variable Expenses 
'I'be fixed costs for the five single unit coopcra.tive0 were $57,571.33, 
and the variable costs were ~i21,219.49 (Table 21). These costs decreased 
to i:t51+,012. 94 and !;~26,381+.09, respectively, ,vhen the expenses were combined 
for the operation of' the multiple unit association. The fixed costs were 
redUCi~d by 6.2 percent., and the variable costs were reduced by 4.1 percent. 
The decrease in fixed and va:riable costs was more affected by the 
decrease in manager's salary and other salaries and wages. The manager's 
salary, as listed in the multiple schedule of expenses, includes besides 
the manager a bookkeeper and two additional key employees .. All of these 
are considered to be 100 percent fixed. Other salaries and wages decreased 
a.bout J2,ooo.oo, a.nd they were 50 percent fixed. 
l~1ren though more o:f the total salaries and wages are considered as 
fixed for the multiple unit, they have more effect on the total am.ou.nt of 
fixed expenoes. This is true because of the reorganization of the single 
units into a lllllltiple unit, and not because of a change in the volume of 
business done by the organization. 
'l'he only expenses to show a change in the physical f'acility group 
were the taxes. The .fixed amount of the taxes decreased about $70.00 
because of the change in labor affecting the payroll taxes (Table 21). 
The payroll truces were 60 percent fixed. The fixed and variable portions 
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'fABLE 21 
PIXED AND '\iAiili\BU;; EXPl~NSP:;s FOH TH:&; FIVE: SING-LP~ UNI'.C ASS0CIA'l'L)M3 
AHD 'l'H'.E F'HOPOSED NULTlJ'Ll~ UNIT ASSOClA'i'IOl\I 
FHOh 191+6 ri'HROUGH 1948 
·--·---- Vari- FIIJJ:C SINGLE UNI'fS - 1,;:0:I;FirufmnT ·--·-· 
lixed able Tota°l-· -· Fixed Var:iable Total -- l.'i:xed -· ifa_r_i_a_b_l_e 
P.EflCJ{N'r 11UiL.\R,S 
Salaries and· :ia;;es -·----·-· -~;J3..25-24;f<?1 .1+6 u-;is75:79JJ~OO 22~ 700.00 10, 900 .. 00 
Manag\:lr 1 s dab.r;;r 100 O 13,093.67 13,093 .. 67 -0- 11,800.00 11,11;00.oo -0-
0the:c Salclries 50 50 23,347.58 11,673.79 11,673.79 21,000.00 10,900.00 10,900.00 
Depreciation 100 0 9,397. 24 9,397.24 -0- 9,397.24 9, 3 9?. 24 -(J ... 
Insurance a.11d Bonds 75 25 5 ,1S6.SS 3,890.16 1,296.72 5 ,1S6.f!8 3,G90.16 1,296.72 
Interest 13,774.32 9,370.01 l+,404.31 13,774.32 9,J?O.Ol 4,404/31 
Facilit,y 100 0 5,764.20 5,764.20 -o- 5,764.20 :5,764.20 -0-
0ptirating 50 50 7,211 .. 62 3,605.81 '.3,605.i11 7,211.62 3,605.81 3,605.81 
Gorm:iodity O 100 798.50 -o.... 798.50 '7913 .• 50 -0- 79[~.50 
"'l -~ t, c: 39· r) c··7" oo· 539· "Q -:, 298 75 ,~ :::l:o·· 6 02· 4°'" ""'l axes ...,,1+.i...,.· .:.,do,. •J; ..,,, .• ,<.,., •- ;.:..1.., 
Pay Holl 60 40 449.50 269.'70 179.\50 332.86 199.,72 133.14 
Adva.lorem 100 0 2,184.55 2,184.55 -o- 2,181+.55 ;~,154.55 -O-
Corpo1·ation License 100 0 344.10 34.h.10 -0- 344.10 31+1+.10 -o-
S2~les Tax O 100 312.30 -0- 312.30 312 .. 30 -0- 312.30 
'rruck License 100 0 77.65 77.65 --0- 77.65 77.65 -0-
0thcr Taxes O 100 1+7.29 -0- 47.29 47.29 --0- h?.29 
Utilities 20 SO 2,129.12 !+25.,132 l, 703.30 2,129.12 425.82 1,703.30 
Telephone and Telegraph 25 75 690. 51 172. 63 517. 610., U 152. 60 1~57. 81 
Repairs .30 70 4,100.8.3 1,230.25 2,870.58 4,100.83 1,230.;i5 2,870.58 
Supplies 25 75 2,1+73.50 6113.38 1,855.12 2,102.48 525.62 1,576.86 
Advertising 50 50 81~.95 420.98 420.97 715.66 357.S3 357.S3 
'.1'ruck l~xpense 25 75 833.14 208.,29 62li-.85 g33.14 208.29 624.85 
Administrative a.nd 5,506.69 h.,191;..ll l,312.5t? 4,648.20 2,949.10 1,699.10 
Sclli.ng Expense 
Sou:rcei Annual Am.ti.tE> of the ltssociations, from 1946 through 1948. c~ ._,:; 
of the interest expense remained unchanged. 
1'he fixed expense for admini::1trati ve and selling decreased a.bout. 
:~1,000.00. This ·was the result of a decren.se in auditing and legal expense, 
directors' fees, dues and subscriptions, and travel and meetings. The 
degree of fixity for these expenses did not change, but the reorganization 
affected the total a.rn.ounts to be expended for them. 
Theoretically, if the multiple unit were to be put into operation, 
the volume of business done by the organization would have the greatest 
effect; on variable costs. Since the volume of business is 'Lo remain constant 
in the operation of the proposed multiple unit grain association, f'ixE:ld 
costs are more affected than are variable costs. 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS OF THE MULTIPLE UNIT ASSOC L TION 
In proposing the cost str cture for a multiple unit organization, it 
was assured that the physical structure and the volume of business would 
remai unchanged . However, if such an organization were formed, various 
changes would probably occur in the future . Changes in the internal 
structure quite frequently precede external expansion . The wheat facilities 
appear to be adequate for handling the probable volume of the new association. 
Initial expansion would tend to be directed toward the expansion of present 
sidelines and the addition of other sideline goods and services . 
Although the association is now served by two service stations, the 
addition of bulk hand.ling facilities at other stations would serve to 
facilitate the delivery of petroleum products to farmer patrons and lower 
the cost of operation. A retail pump might be installed at each of the 
stations handling potroleum products in order to more adequately serve the 
patrons. In addition a greater selection of farm supplies and household 
goods would probably be offered in line with the desires of the members . 
The volume of feed business of the new association might justify the 
addition of a feed mill . It is probable that the mill would be located at 
Drummond because of its central location and for ease of management . In 
addition, if the volume of produce aprears to be adequate for efficient 
operations, the necessary facilities could be constructed. One produce 
station should adequately serve the needs of the members , and the 
suggested location would be at Drummond . The major products handled would 
be croam, eggs, and poultry. 
\ ith further expansion and growth of the association, a substantial 
incre'.rnc ::m the voltL"lC o:f:' husinoss shm1ld result. 'I'he probable increase 
in the vo1u1'\1e of business r.1ust be adequate to ju3tify the expenditures 




Tho two principal. types of local cooperative g:t"airi meJ.."'ket.ing associa-
tions in Oklahorria. arc singlo u.ni:t associations which operate ono or more 
stations in one locaJj:ty, and m11.l:t.iple unit associations which oi:;iera:te 
subsidiary stations in i.;-ioro than one locality uhile maintainin,g an o.dmi.n-
istrati vo heooqu.,'U'tera in 01:ily one place. This s.tudy has boe11 ba$ed. on an 
analysis of the cost .structures of five. single. rurl.t cooperatives, and ·the 
costs of operatic.n have been compared n:tth the costs of a proposed mul.tiple 
tm:i.t f'or.o.ed froru the five si:ngle um:ts ... 
Tlw five single unit cooperatives are located at Bison, Waukomis, Imo, 
Drvsft!nond and. Am.c.s.. The primary pU...i'.JOse of their o.rganizing was for tho m.t::!.I'-
keting of whe~l.t. Since i:iheir 01~ga.nization the-y have provi.ded a.dd.it,ion.:;i.J. 
sideline facilities for their members. 'l'he sideline business included 
petroleruu prodttcts, lum,ber, flour, coal., feed, fertilizer, haroi:iare, rock, 
sand, and vo..:i;·ious minor farr.i supplies., 
Imo sold 24,.6 lJercent of all the uhasi.t sold 0:i:; '.the five elevators, 
while Allies oold .45.,.3 percent of all the sidelines at. the five .cooperatives. 
The largest elevator ca.p111.city va~ 140,000 bushels a:t Bison.. Thia wa.s the 
principal reason for Dison ha.vlx1g the largest investment; {)99,433 • .9'7"' The 
lowest total in7t01:rl:.ment of 064,806.,51;. at 1Ja.:uk:o.i.c1is was a. result of old woadmi 
frame elcvatoi"' structures depreciating to or nem"" their book va.lues of ~e:r'O. 
1'loro noney was ~i:pcnded. .£'01.. salaries ancl ·wages tha1a a.n,.y other expense, 
ite.i.11. The ·total salaries anij im.ges at Amee. were 4:-8.6 percent of the ·total 
expenses, Bison bad 4,6. 5 percent, Dr11111!:00nd L;2.5 percent., Haukorllis 39 .. 6 per-
cent, and Im.o 36. 6 percent,. The associat,ions hav.1I1g more sidelines v.sually 
hiw1.1 hi~her operating c.osts, while the coop01"8,tives handling and solling 
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•f•h •. • fP' ~ ., 0 ...,A, 11 • • ., . ' 'l 'h -~ 1 c. e rn.osr. :i.ne ..:2cien1; lJl co.utiro. int; :m.1.mr cos~s, 1uu .o ·c.. o .!Jruminont'.l co-
op0rati ve !J.o:i:•0 cloDcly su.pcrvl.sed these costs list.ed in the o"ther c:qpo:we 
Tho t1.lloc0.tion of' axponses waD made on tL.o basia of two do;;u1r-tmeffts, 
to 3.39 cents. The unit costs a;t lfa.ukomi3 t-:ere 4. 59 cents.. The to-tal 
u failu.::ee t,o co1Ttrol 0th.or ai;:pensos,. Tho costs por dollei" of sideline se.les 
1-;aro higher at Jltson due to ·ihe addition of a service station., '1~1.e f.mos co-
oporativo sore than donblod ~- of the other oooporati.ven in sideline eules, 
Tho ,;;_~cocos of tho husinoos opc:.ations of the five cooperatives was 
period. '8ach of the five associations realized a profit ir.1, tho whoat d.epa.'M:.-
Usu.ally the cooperciti ves selling -tho J1os·t uhcat have the b.igheot net. 
e:h.-pense item. The season.al peak of a wheat cooperative is reached in .JtLt..10, 
tend.s ·i:,o cause nore f'luctv..ation in a:cpensea for e..:"1.ch month. The ;;10:re side-
line husine,ss the gz,ea:l~er irlll be the e:;i::penses 1 ;;;1,11d the expenses w··lll wi;; 
more frog month to month. 
':!~he fixed costs uccounted. for 66. 6 percent of the total e:rqienoes at 
Bison, 65.J percent at daukorais, 71. 5 perccmt, at. In10, 71.d percent at, 
D:t'UJ.muond ru'J.d 66 •. 6 percent at JlE.es. The associatious that had more wheat 
fac5.lJ.ties had the la.rgest perce:ntage of fixed costs. 
The costs of operating the five single unit coop0rativE;1s wel'·e com.pured 
with 
unit .,ra.s formed on basis of thG cost data of the .five .single ru-rl.-i:is, and 
for the same period o:t tinze •. 
To arr-i ve a;t, the degree of efficienc;T for the multiple u11i.t grain as ... 
sociation, certain assu111.ptions were ma.de,. It was necessacy in organizing 
the rm .. 1.ltiplc ttnit to assv.1:;1.0 that the volt;mie of business of the five local 
units d.id not change._ The physical facilitielJ were assumed as 1.~om.air..ing 
tJ:1e same since the volume of business was held constant. 
A reorganization. of the ID.anagemer.rt for the multiple uni.t 110uld de-
t • .., • d b ,.''').. e:> I,, "'5 c1 .... easo xie saJ.a:r.i.es an ·. uage ex,penses y "''.s.., o,....:...~ • The saV'J.ng in labo:i..~ 
.3.1+ pe.rcei:.rt; of the total truces pa.id. Telephone and telegraph e::::penses, 
t.he form.r.rtion of ·Gh<:;; neu unit. The administro.ti vc and selling e..v,:penscs 
were reduced rnore than any expense it.em in t.he other e..""f)enso g-.co:up.. They 
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The new organization irould have alterna.tives in e:;cpan.sion. It. t:IoD.ld be 
possible to create nsw services for the me:ubers in ·!;he develop1,1e:nt. of the 
orge,ci.z,."B;tioD £or- futvxo yes.rs., Additioml facilities th,d; night have possi-
bilitles for sidelines m:-e a feed tYi 11,. bulk gaeo1ine sale:-3 seririee, and a 




SGASOKA:L V,ill!NI'ID!i THt~ OJ?J.i:11.l"\.'rIIJG I•'Oll 
"'{'v,nc;,,, .'· m""1r::c , ,·,"o·. ,.,.-1. 1m'j"·'",tr O"' ''J.'"!"H ,')YT ,HJ,)'·,,, \., .AJ.t' ~"1t,id •. J.11,;, 1\,)u li n,J. . .:., .. ;~~ t' JJ .0U,\, v,>.1.1,u,,, l:.,A; 
FR01'1 1946 'filROUGH 19l~8 (Continued) 
__ ,_,,,..,_, ___ ,_.,.~~-="'-----------------------------------------------------------------------
January Fo lo1:121c_s1x l'Iarch April t~ay June July -DOLLARS 
Salaries and 1,Jages 588.69 590.69 581;;.l~B 455 .. 36 56?3.65 1,066.09 755.72 
Depreciation 121.a1 121.81 l21.00 107.02 107.02 107.68 120.76 
Insurance and Bortdf; 78.53 78.53 78.57 6H.15 68.15 63.15 78.53 
Inte:i?est 263.36 263.36 263 .. .36 26J.J6 263.36 263.36 263.36 
Ta...-xes 61.13 61.ll 6Lll 51.00 51.00 51.00 61,.13 
Utilities 31+.48 32.00 .32.80 31.09 24.76 61.60 60.06 
telephone and 'felegra.ph 10~72 1.3.44 6.1.8 6.78 ?.26 22.89 12.80 
Repairs ~5.42 l .. 71 27.50 57.46 63 .. 16 82.85 $6.46 
Supplies 6.48 15.39 20.19 16.99 40.77 1+2.19 7.36 
Advertising 5.00 12.74 13.54 4.40 7.47 7.,00 19.94 
Truck Exnense" .. 48.37 8.,94 6.35 25.77 25.77 ll .. 81 13.61 .. 
Administrative and llµ .. 96 114.25 156.,53 93.80 102.53 105.49 97.29 
Selling Expense 
'J'OTALS . . . l,.365. 95 1,313. 9'7 1,376.71 1,181.18 
""~ruck operated 01~y il!,.l.948 _ . . . . ----~-----· 
l,329s90 1,890.11 1,577.02 
-------------~-.~-------------

















AVgRAG& SEASOJITAL VAillA'I'ION OF THE OPERATING EXPENSES 1''0R 
THE FARl,iERS COOPJ~.RJ\TIVE ASSOC!ItTION OF BISON, OKL!Hr)MA, 
PRON 19l~6 THROUGH 191+8 
August. Se;etember October N.ovelll.ber 
DOLLARS 
8J7.l9 736.09 710.69 598 .. 29 
121 .29 121 .. 72 121.72 121.72 
7B.53 78,53 78.5/+ 78.51-i. 
263.36 263.,36 263.36 263 .. 36 
61 .. 13 61.l.3 61.1.3 61 p: . ·--" 
32 .. 40 30.09 25~80 22~06 
12.97 l0.68 9.32 10.09 
16.73 26.6J 38~60 102.49 
13.83 14.39 33.97 8.54 
? .. '1/+ 8,33 13.22 6.67 
12.03 16.21 9.19 9.29 
134.56 185.82 104.29 100.41 
1.,591.76 1,552.98 1,477.83 1,382.59 
*Truck oeerated onJ:l.._in 19,48 _ ~. 

















A.VJ.m.A.GE SE1'i~30IJA.L VARL1TION OP THE OPEiU?IJW EXPENSES FOR 
THE WAUKOMIS CO-OPEliATI\tE SUPPLY COJiPANY OF WAJJKOMIS, 01U.AJlOJ.1A, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1943 (Continued) 
--------------~-----·--------=-====~- II ___ ___.. -· ,,;« ........ 1oo1·-----------.. 
Januaey Fe bru.a.nl March April Ma;y June Ju~y-
:0 0 L L A U S 
.- --
Salaries a.:nd Wages 553.lO 516.04 481,.lO 5 '6 '>6 b •·"'- 727.71 l,.370.lli, $77.64 
Depreciation 196.54 196~96 196.96 197.01 197.43 217 • .5Li- 219.45 
lnsul"'ance and Bonds 126.00 126.00 126.00 126.00 126.80 126.00 126.80 
Interest 179.25 179.25 179.26 179.26 179.26 179.26 179.26 
Taxes 65.9s 65.98 65.90 65.98 65.9$ 65.99 65.99 
Utilities 27.96 19.53 21.2e 20.20 20.01 64.02 30 .. 21 
Telephone and Telegraph 16.94 12.75 12.05 13.97 12.22 13.93 14.73 
Repairs 64.6s 56.lO 75.10 143.94 90.26 465.93 113.S5 
Supplies 94.50 50.75 47.57 76.S2 106.44 811.72 77.14 
Advertising 19.82 40.0! 18.20 14.95 15 .. 53 17.87 46.14 
Truek Expense J.69 19.64 10.96 30.61 1.71 -o- 39.62 
Administrative and ll8.$5 122.05 135.87 135.25 163.32 ll9.26 126.4.l. 
Selling Expense 
TOTAl..S l.,468.U 1,40;.93 l:,371.13 1,571.05 1,706.67 2,729.46 1,917.24 
Source: Expense Ledgers of the Association., t:rom 1946 through 1948. 
'° \J'I 
Salaries and Wages 
Depreciation 





AiJI~a.AGE SEASONAL V'AlUATION' OF THE OPERATIHG LY..PENS'ES FOR 
'J.'Hl~ \:-JAUKOMIS CO-OPERATIVE SUPPLY CO:W1J?ANY OF dAUKOl\lIS, OKl./\.HOliA., 
FROM 1946 THNOUGH 1948 
August SeJ2te:mber October tfovember 
DOLLARS 
578.53 566.24 6o2.72 638.84 
219.45 219.45 219.45 219.67 
126.79 126.79 126.79 126.?9 
179.26 179.26 1?9.26 179.25 
65.99 65: 9(! 65.98 651198 
30.4,'2 30.72 34.23 30.08 
Telephone and Telegraph 13.15 ]J.94 13.19 10.76 
Repairs 386.94 126.00 $6~51 70.29 
Supplies 111.39 56~:::2 149.47 49.03 
Advertising 17.82 25 .. 97 34.57 41.l+S 
Truck Expense l0.82 9,.77 31~38 s.35 













66 • .35 
147.33 
TOTALS 1,.856.98 1,540.11 1,650.10 1.,537.47 1,569.65 
















Salaries and VJages 
Depreciation 





AVBRAGg SEASONAL VARIATION OF THE OPEl:1ATING 1iUCPENSE3 FOB. 
THE Fl,UtMERS coopgRATlVE ELEVATOR COMPANY OF n;10, OKLAHO'NA, 
FHOM 1946 THROUGH 1948 (Continued) . 
Januau. Febru.ary- March April }fay 
D O L L A H, S 
410.80 38J.Ol 531·.34 402.02 li.08·.46 
167.17 169.37 169.37 172·.34 156.44 
99.87 99.87 99.88 99.84 99.88 
244.33 244.33 244.3.3 241 .... 33 244.34 
37 • .35 37.35 37.35 37.37 37.35 
37.74 35.03 3s.1a 34.98 34.07 
Telephone and '!'elegraph 13.36 9.13 9.aa a.09 9~84 
Repairs 5.69 48.25 59.14 .320.37 93.17 
Supplies 56.43 .37.89 47.66 16.15 71.54 
Advertising !.15 7.66 14.76 25.12 8.32 
Truck Expense -o- -o- -o- -o- -o-
Admini~trative and 99.97 72.83 119.33 96 .. 07 92.81 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS 1,180.87 l,144.73 1,371.2.3 1,456.69 l 256 23 , . ' 


















,.:nul.,,1.:1 ,.,,.c,a0,,,,n.µ VAl:HATIOl\J OF THE .cu,,,~,:;:,,, FOR 
GOOPhRATIVE COHPANY 
1946 THROUGH 19/+f?; 
August ~912tepiber October Ncnrcmbor . . Deccrnber Total -DOLLARS 
~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~- .....,.__,___.___ ____ ~~~~~~~-
Salaries and 369. 78 371.40 381.0l 408.58 459.13 5.,751.16 
Depreciation 160.63 160.63 160.91 161.83 161.83 1,953.57 
Insurance and Bonds 99.il8 99.88 99.88 99.88 99.S7 1,196.49 
Interest 244.34 244.33 244.33 244.'.33 244.33 2,932.00 
Ta..xes 37.35 37.35 37 .. 35 37.35 37.35 44.8.22 
Utiliti,;1s 37.913 39.J.6 33.87 3l}. 76 38.50 453.83 
'.!:'elephone and 'I'elegraph ll.9l+ 9.06 17.45 9.63 16.25 146.48 
H.epairs 21.?9 11.71 1h25 2J.9l 1s.71i, S62.l9 
.Supplies 24.16 60.62 92.04 32.88 lOJ.l,J 661.25 
Advertising 36.96 7.67 13.49 7,.94 s.25 154.56 
'1'ruck Expense -0- .. o ... -0- -0- -0- -c.1-
Ad:mi11istrati ve and 74.81 73.52 74.22 182.28 84 .. 01 1,138.60 
Selling f;xpen se 
TO'rALS 1,119.58 l.,115.33 1,158.?9 1,24.3 • .36 1,272.11.5 15,700.35 
Source; Experwe J.,edgers of t,he Association, from 1946 through 1948. 
TADU~ 25 
AVEHAGE 
' 191;;.6 THROUGH 191+8 (Continued) 
Jam~ l"ebrUa.11[ !1,r,!'Ch AJ2ril -- ...... Ma:v ~ June July 
D O L L A H S 
Salaries and Wages 350.35 311.;..lH 316 .. 28 '.'.H~l. 65 313 .. 93 935.$0 333.55 
Depreciation 97.80 98.74 101.13 101.ll+ 75.62 75.68 76.67 
Insurance and Bonds 33.82 33.$2 33.82 33.00 33.82 33.82 33.82 
Interest, 229.11 229.11 ;229.11 229.11 ;229.12 229.12 229.12 
'faxes 1,,,6.7? h6.7? l+6. '7'7 J ( '7'7 ~,),.I 1+6.77 46.77 l~6. 77 
Utilities 35.69 36.22 37.88 30 .. 26 .31.05: 49.79 41.2h 
'i'elephone and Telegraph a.77 9.,/4,5 9.4.6 lO.,H1- 7.37 6 .• 22 5.57 
Repairs 8.9'7 l4.53 15.80 20.66 56.73 29.63 35.52 
Supplies 23.06 14.66 20.96 21.35 28.87 27.29 36.63 
Advertising 8,.33 20.00 10.89 1.1+2 16.67 -o- 14.36 .a.""t.. 
'£ruck J&xpense" 3.33 3.41 
Administrative o.nd 29.ll 32.6$ 30.81 57.53 177.65 36.67 30.69 
Selling J~xpense 
TOTALS B71 .. 78 t150.16 852.91 893.8.3 1,020.93 1,470,,79 887.35 
{!-T · · . · . 1 ,_,:,. 
__ruck .oEerated only in .. 9'+'·"' ~ ·-·--"--·· --.. ~--~~~----=··-----------------
Source: Expense l,edgers of the Association, from 191+6 through 19/+8 .. 
'° -....J 
TABUf; 25 
AVERAGB SEASONAL VAUINrIOii OF 'l'HE OPERATING EXPTmSES FOfi 
THE DRUUr!;Q:@l) COOP}~'UATIVI; ELJI;VA'1'0H CQ!ilfJ\.NY OJ? DHU1J!{OND, 010:.,JUlOM.A 
FRON 191+6 THxWUGH 19L}8 
August @J:..t2tembe1~ October Noveniber December 
DOLLARS 
Salaries and Wages 308.68 l~51.04 539.91+ .3.36.15 299.02 
Depreciation 76.69 93.33 94;82 94~93 9'7 .. 63 
Insurance and Bonds 33.82 :3'.3.S2 33.82 :,3.s2 33.B2 
Interest 229.12 229.12 229.12 229.12 229.11 
Taxes 46.77 46.78 46,.78 46.7S 46,/78 
Utilities 31.24 25.oa 24.72 27.1+8 30 • .30 
Telephone arid Telegraph 5.82 5.17 4.52 6.33 7._68 
Repairs 21:ii,.,88 25.14 35.44 .83 9 .. 71 
Supplies 30.32 8~96 2.17 l9.7S 23.25 
Advertising ...o- 21.67 3.33 s.3.3 6.67 
* 5 .. 00 '!'ruck Expense 
Administrative and 26.82 41.36 59.12 42.0.3 40,12 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS 814.16 9f!l.47 1_..078.78 S45.58 8.24.09 
*True!<: 012erated on):.:..v::_.::i:.:;.;n::....:::1.9;;,~J;;;;.6 ___________________ _ 
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.ill:IEUAGE SEASONAL VAUIAT!ON OF THE OPEilATIIiG EXPENSES FOR 
THE FAH!JERS ELBVA'.COR COMJ'A~u OF .AM}~S, OKLAHOIU,, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 (Continued) 
Januar~ ~a:rz Ifu.rch AEril 1t8,;r 
DOLLARS 
746.72 746.72 642.04 6513.71 669.18 
=.-110.95 .?.J.l.Ol 170.54 170.83 206.06 
95.82 95.79 95.81 95.Bl 95.Sl 
231.00 231~00 231~80 231.80 231.80 
75 .. 91 75.93 75.91 75.91 75.91 
40.10 32.04 .31.03 31.41! 41~09 
17.,93 5.41 19.90 9.93 10.77 
12.30 -0- 33 • .33 66.67 159 .. 06 
58.JJ 33.,33 -o- .3.J.5 41.67 
7.07 9.22 20.00 6.67 13.33 
32.73 33.33 25.23 -o- 50.59 
21.3 .. 82 196.56 1?.0.41 19 .. 96 39.86 
l., 743.J.i8 1,671.14 l,466.00 1,371.22 1,,635.13 
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'f alephone ,and 








August ,1 . §eptembe.r_ October Ncnrembt,1: 
DOLLAHS 
fl61'i.5l ?G:t.ill :~h~ .. Ol ll:>'l.MJ 
206.:J:J 207 l 1' -11'-•f''jf 209.7'9 , · .• i.,.;. ,f,;f 
1 5.81 .t12 95,,.s2 95.~2 
~,.31 17() ~. - • -~ .I 231.79 2:31. 231.?9 
'15.f}l 75.9f? ~,, ... 7r:. (;I'.:! . ;;i. ,,,,,, 
J.;}} 6a - ..,tJt .. '. ,.6.6, 42.00 45. 
16.03 a.1~ ::n.*,a u.~i) 
lh.67 r;g.3.3 3.3:; 226.96 
1+92 1.;29 t3.,Jt2, ll.49 
...().,. 'fJ .. '1) ,1-- IJ,.,i' 6.,{;7 · 6.f:l! 
of~ .,,.,,.·~_;;--- ,'.d"".,m ,,,,()- ..fJ ... 
lL,90 36.)3 :?.1.20 4)<!21 
" 1 ·9 ·Yl ..,11JG. •t ·. 1,561.17 1 S60 .Sl ..., . ·' ll' . l,601 .• 11 




.nl 1,149 .. 7/4, 
231/19 2/7tU ,'5/41 
'15 .. 92 910.98 
J.i;U.t)9 516.o; 
8.:Jtl 163.'76 
8.,J.:;. l'e4 09 ,,)') .• '1 
lh.'/1 3?3 .. 74 
-o ... 102.96 






----------------- --·-------_-..,_....,,..,...,,, ____ , ___________ _ 
Jmmary J?ebruar;r Larch A,12r:il l'..f~ 1-1a:y ~ Jul;t 
D O l, L A 1l S 
--------,_, ___ - .-,.--- - - .. ,,,.,,-_,-•,·y-
Si:tltiries a~rid ~J21.ges 2,649.70 2,550.65 2,559.25 :2' 42/4. 00 2,687.95 6,395.15 3,085.90 
Depreciation 791+.25 79?.90 759.79 748.35 742.55 763., 55 779.'75 
Insurance a.nd Bonds 434.80 /+34.80 1a4.e5 42li.39 J+;:lh45 424.h5 l}3h.Et0 
Interest 1.,147.86 1,147.86 1,14?.86 1,11.,,7 .fs6 1,1L+7 .a6 l,lL{{.86 l,lh7. 
Taxes 2t37 .15 287.15 2L37 .15 277.05 277.05 277.05 2S7.15 
Utilities 17:i.95 15!-i,.OO 161.15 148.01 150.95 2$8.70 216.36 
'l'elephone and Telegraph 67.75 50.;io 57.go 48.95 47.50 54.95 S6.90 
Repairs 97.00 120.55 210.85 609.05 462.35 793.09 326.25 
Supplies 2J~ .. fso 152.05 136.40 13/+.80 289.30 403.90 193.05 
Advertising 4.8.3.5 89.70 77.40 52.55 61.30 32.90 8f3 .• ~ 
Truck Expense t34.80 61.91 42.55 56.40 81.40 185.51 89.95 
Administrative and 603.70 53;=?;.40 562.95 402.60 576.15 37El. 25 398.30 
Selling Expense 
6,630.11 6,JS5.97 6,h3:3.00 6,4?1+.0l 6,91~.81 11,145.36 7 ,13!.t-e8? 




A '\r.;J;JUGE ~1t~AS0W\L VARL\TION OF OP:i:mA'I'Jl\'U f10Il 
nrm FIV11; :3IHGLB UNIT ASSOCIATIONS., 
FHOh 1946 THROUGH 1948 
1\u1;ust Sept,e:rr~ber: October Noveinber 
DOLLAFtS 
-
Salaries and 2,s5g.,70 2,826.60 3,os7 .. 1;,o ~::, 6i+l+. 30 
Depreci.a:tion '784.40 002.55 805.15 807.95 
Insurance and Bonds 434.80 l+3l.~.t:so 434.00 · 434.80 
lnterest l,147~86 1,147.86 1.,1L~7 .86 1,147.$6 
Taxes 237 .. 15 2t3'? .15 2$7.15 21;l7 .. 10 
Utilities 180 .. 70 171~70 161 .. 40 159 .. 90 
Telephone and 'l'Glegraph 59.95 47.35 66.10 48.35 
Repairs 466~95 267.BO 168.10 424.45 
Supplies lfn.60 141..50 2$6.10 121.75 
).dvertising 62.50 96.95 7L25 71.10 
Truck Expense "" 85 70.00 45.55 17.66 ,(,.., .. 
Administrative and 364 ... 50 456.SO 365,30 l.+1}4.90 
Selling Expense 
'l'OTALS 6,1351.96 6,'751.06 6,926.16 6,610.12 
































Salaries and Wages 
Depreciation 





AVERAGE SJl:ASONAL VAfUATION OF THE OPERATING EXPll~rJSES FOR 
THE PROPOSED t-1ULTIPLE UNIT ASSOCIATION, 
FROM 1946 THROUGH 1948 (Continued) 
January February ¥:arch April May 
DOLLARS 
2,443.06 2,352~00 2,359~73 2,235.07 2,478.34 
794.25 797.90 759.79 748.35 742.55 
4.34.00 434~00 434.85 424.39 424.45 
1,147.86 1,147.86 1,147.86 1,147.86 1,147.86 
277.35 277.35 277.35 267.58 267 • .58 
175.95 154 •. 80 161.15 148.0l 150.95 
Telephone and Telegraph 59.89 44.38 51.10 43.27 41 • .99 
Repairs 97.00 120 .. .55 210.85 609.05 462.35 
Supplies 202.97 129.24 115.93 114.59 245~91 
Advertising u.10 76.25 65.79 44.66 52.11 
Truck Expense 84.80 61.91 42.55 56.40 81.40 
Administrative and 509.58 454.45 475.19 339.83 486 • .34 
Selling Expense 
TOTALS 6,268.61 6.,051.49 6,102.14 6,179.06 6,581.83 
Source: Expense Ledgers of the Association, from 1946 through 1948. 
June Ju1;r -















Salaries and ifagcs 
Depreciation. 













A"VlCHAGE SEASONAL VARL'\TIOW OF THE OPERA'fING EXPENSES FOR 
THE PROPOSED llUL'UPU~ UNIT ASSOCIATION., 
1"RDr1 1946 THROUGH 1948 
Au5ust Se:etember October November 
:0 0 L L A R S 
2,635.92 2.,606~.35 2,846.59 2,438 .. 02 
784.40 802 .. 55 005.15 807.95 
434.80 434.80 434 .. 00 434.80 
1,147.86 1,147.86 1,147 .. 86 1,147.86 
277.35 277.35 277.35 277.2g 
100.70 171.70 161.40 159.90 
53.00 41.86 58.43 42.74 
466.95 267.00 168.10 421+.45 
154,.36 120.28 24.3 .. 19 103 .. 48 
53.12 82~41 6o~56 6o.44 
2z.a5 70.00 45.55 17.66 
30·/.66 3$5.5'7 308.:37 375.55 
6,518.97 6,408.53 6,557.35 6,290.13 
Source: Expense I.edgers of the Association, from 1946 through 1948. 
Deceinber J'q_tal 
2,463.21 .33,6oO .. OO 
1311.05 9,397.2/; 
435.14 5,186.88 
1,14.7 .e6 13,'774.32 
277.28 3,298.75 
159.50 2,129.12 
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